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Abstract
The rapid accumulation of sequenced genomes offers the chance to resolve longstanding
questions about the evolutionary histories, or phylogenies, of groups of organisms. The
relatively rare occurrence of large-scale evolutionary events in a whole genome, events
such as genome rearrangements, duplications and losses, enables us to extract a strong
and robust phylogenetic signal from whole-genome data. The work presented in this
dissertation focuses on models and algorithms for whole-genome evolution and their
use in phylogenetic inference. We designed algorithms to estimate pairwise genomic
distances from large-scale genomic changes. We refined the evolutionary models on
whole-genome evolution. We also made use of these results to provide fast and accu-
rate methods for phylogenetic inference, that scales up, in both speed and accuracy, to
modern high-resolution whole-genome data.
We designed algorithms to estimate the true evolutionary distance between two genomes
under genome rearrangements, and also under rearrangements, plus gains and losses.
We refined the evolutionary model to be the first mathematical model to preserve the
structural dichotomy in genomic organization between most prokaryotes and most eu-
karyotes. Those models and associated distance estimators provide a basis for studying
facets of possible mechanisms of evolution through simulation and application to real
genomes.
Phylogenetic analyses from whole-genome data have been limited to small collections
of genomes and low-resolution data; they have also lacked an effective assessment of
robustness. We developed an approach that combines our distance estimator, any stan-
dard distance-based reconstruction algorithm, and a novel bootstrapping method based
on resampling genomic adjacencies. The resulting tool overcomes a serious and long-
standing impediment to the use of whole-genome data in phylogenetic inference and
provides results comparable in accuracy and robustness to distance-based methods for
sequence data.
Maximum-likelihood approaches have been successfully applied to phylogenetic infer-
ences for aligned sequences, but such applications remain primitive for whole-genome
data. We developed a maximum-likelihood approach to phylogenetic analysis from
whole-genome data. In combination with our bootstrap scheme, this new approach
yields the first reliable phylogenetic tool for the analysis of whole-genome data at the
level of syntenic blocks.
keywords: genome rearrangement, distance estimation, distance-based reconstruc-
tion, bootstrap, maximum-likelihood
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Re´sume´
L’accumulation rapide de ge´nomes se´quence´s offre l’opportunite´ de re´soudre des ques-
tions de longue date sur l’e´volution, en particulier sur les phyloge´nies. Cette e´tude est
possible graˆce au faible nombre d’e´ve´nements ge´nomiques a` large e´chelle, e´vn´ements
tels que les re´arrangements ge´nomiques, ou encore les duplications et pertes de seg-
ments. Le travail pre´sente´ ici examine les mode`les et algorithmes pour l’e´volution de
ge´nomes entiers et leur utilisation dans l’infe´rence phyloge´ne´tique. Nous avons conc¸u
des algorithmes pour estimer la distance ge´nomique par paires a` partir de changements
ge´nomiques a` large e´chelle et affine´ les mode`les e´volutifs associe´s. Nous avons aussi
utilise´ ces re´sultats pour fournir une me´thode d’infe´rence phyloge´ne´tique pre´cise et
rapide et avons conc¸u des approches pour le calcul des scores de bootstrap des arbres
re´sultants.
Nous avons e´galement conc¸u des algorithmes pour estimer la ve´ritable distance e´volutive
entre deux ge´nomes soumis a` des re´arrangements ge´nomiques et, dans un deuxie`me cas,
incluant des gains et pertes de segments. Ces estimateurs de´crivent le comportement
asymptotique de la structure d’un ge´nome et peuvent eˆtre utilise´s pour la pre´diction.
Notre mode`le affine´ est le premier mode`le mathe´matique a` pre´server la dichotomie struc-
turale dans l’organisation ge´nomique entre la plupart des procaryotes et les eucaryotes.
Ces mode`les et leurs estimateurs de distance associe´s fournissent une base pour l’e´tude
des diffe´rentes facettes des me´canismes d’e´volution possibles.
Les analyses phyloge´ne´tiques pour les ge´nomes entiers ont e´te´ limite´es a` des petites col-
lections de ge´nomes contenants des donne´es de basse re´solution; de plus, une appre´ciation
efficace de leur robustesse a manque´. Avec l’utilisation de notre estimateur de distance
de´crit ci-dessus, nous avons de´veloppe´ une approche pour l’infe´rence phyloge´ne´tique
suffisament rapide et pre´cise pour utiliser a` plein les nouvelles donne´es de haute re´solution
pour les ge´nomes entiers. Cette approche combine notre estimateur de distance avec
n’importe quelle me´thode pour la reconstruction phyloge´ne´tique base´e sur la distance et
une nouvelle me´thode de bootstrapping base´e sur un re´-e´chantillonnage de contiguı¨te´s
ge´nomiques. L’outil re´sultant surmonte un se´rieux et ancien de´faut inhe´rent a` l’usage de
donne´es de ge´nomes entier pour l’infe´rence phyloge´ne´tique et fournit des re´sultats com-
parables en pre´cision et robustesse aux me´thodes base´es sur la distance pour les donne´es
de se´quences.
Les approches base´es sur le maximum de vraisemblance ont e´te´ applique´es avec succe`s
pour l’infe´rence phyloge´ne´tique a` base de se´quences aligne´es mais restent primitives
pour les donne´es de ge´nomes entiers. Nous avons de´veloppe´ une me´thode de maximum
de vraisemblance pour les donne´es de ge´nomes entiers en utilisant notre estimateur pour
calculer les probabilite´s de transition et en encodant l’information des contiguı¨te´s et
du contenu ge´nomique sur des se´quences binaires. En combinaison avec notre nou-
veau sche´ma de bootstrap, cette approche produit le premier outil phyloge´ne´tique pour
l’analyse de ge´nomes entiers au niveau de blocs synte´niques.
mots clefs: re´arrangements ge´nomiques, estimation de distance, reconstruction
base´e sur la distance, bootstrap, maximum de vraisemblance
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Chapter 1
Introduction
One of the most exciting aspects of our planet is the diversity of life. In spite of 250 years of taxo-
nomic classification and over 1.2 million species already catalogued in a central database, millions
of species on Earth still await description [72].
All life arises by evolution. One central goal in the study of evolution is to infer the evolutionary
history, or phylogeny, that unites all life on Earth. Phylogenetics is central to biological studies. For
example, phylogenies provide new ways to represent and measure the diversity of life, and retain
the information that can help us preserve the pattern of biodiversity as well as the processes that
have generated the pattern [68, 112]. Comparative studies make extensive use of phylogenies in
making predictions about species and their biogeographical, ecological, physiological, behavioral,
developmental or genomic significance. This predictive power has in turn proven useful in practical
areas such as prospecting for novel chemicals and medicines, developing control measure for pests,
guiding biotechnology, and evaluating potential cures for diseases. Phylogenies are invaluable to
the study of modern epidemiology, e.g., in identifying and classifying emerging viruses such as
SARS [25], and in understanding the genetic evolution of HIV [89] and influenza [33].
Evolution takes place over long periods of time, and thus cannot be observed directly. In recon-
structing phylogenies, the main challenge is that we lack the information on evolutionary events that
occurred in the past. Although fossil records contain morphological characters of ancient species,
they are often difficult to interpret and incorporate into phylogenies. Thus we rely on contemporary
data and a model of evolution to understand the past, and design reconstruction methods to infer
the phylogeny. While many types of data are available, the dominant choice today is molecular data.
Molecular data has the significant advantage of being exact, reproducible and easy to obtain. Further,
each nucleotide in a DNA or RNA sequence is, by itself, a well defined discrete character. While
genomic sequences remains the main source of molecular data, promising new types of genomic data
are appearing, most notably whole-genome data [76].
In the following sections of this chapter we will provide a brief background on the data, models
and methods used in phylogenetic reconstruction and provide the context for the specific problems
we have addressed in this dissertation.
1.1 Data and models of molecular evolution
1.1.1 Sequence data
In sequence data, characters, individual positions in the sequence, can be assumed to be in one of
a few states, e.g., 4 states for nucleotides or 20 states for amino acids. Such data evolve through
evolutionary events such as point mutations, insertions and deletions. Pioneering work on models of
evolution on sequence data began during the 1960s. For example, Zuckerkandl and Pauling proposed
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the molecular clock theory: they suggested that the rate of evolutionary change of any specified
protein was approximately constant over time and over different lineages [123]. Jukes and Cantor
proposed a stochastic model for DNA substitution, assuming equal transition rates as well as equal
equilibrium frequencies for all bases [54]. Kimura introduced a model that distinguishes two types of
substitutions, transitions and transversions, while still assuming equal base frequencies [55]. F84 (in
the PHYLIP package) and HKY models [41] are two widely used models that allow arbitrary base
frequencies [29]. More recently, many sophisticated models were developed and refined to account
for the inherent complexity of sequence evolution [36].
Sequence data suffers from some limitations in phylogenetic reconstruction. The relatively fast
pace of mutation in many regions of the genome results in homoplasy (multiple substitutions at the
same position), leaving no trace in modern organisms of the actual series of events. Different regions
of the genome (e.g. different genes), may not follow the same evolutionary path as the organism:
this is known as the “gene tree species tree” problem. The problem of multiple sequence alignment
between distant sequences is still poorly solved by computational approaches, and deep evolutionary
histories are hard to reconstruct from sequence data.
1.1.2 Whole-genome data (at the level of syntenic blocks)
In whole-genome data, each chromosome of the genome is represented by an ordered list of identi-
fiers, each identifier referring to a syntenic block or, more commonly, to a member of a gene family.
(In the following, we shall use the word “gene” in a broader sense to denote elements of such or-
derings and refer to such orderings as “gene orders”.) Variations in the placement of homologous
genes, as well as variations in gene content and multiplicity, among organisms can then be analyzed.
Such data is of great interest to evolutionary biologists, but also to comparative genomicists and to
any researcher interested in understanding evolutionary changes in pathogens, crop plants, and, more
generally, to anyone working in biomedical research. Evolutionary events that affect the gene order
of genomes include various rearrangements, which affect only the order, and gene duplications and
losses, which affect both the content and, indirectly, the order. Rearrangements themselves include
inversion, transposition, block exchange, circularization and linearization, all of which act on a single
chromosome, and translocation, fusion, and fission, which act on two chromosomes.
The use of whole-genome data is attractive in phylogenetic reconstruction. Genome rearrange-
ments, gene duplications and losses are ‘rare genomic events’ and enable us to trace deep evolution-
ary history. The entire genome is studied at once as a single character, and the very large set of states
for the genome is unlikely to give rise to homoplasy. The whole-genome data reflects organismal
evolution, not the evolution of single genes, thereby avoiding the gene tree v.s. species tree problem.
1.2 Methods for phylogenetic reconstruction
Methods of phylogenetic reconstruction attempt to reverse a given model of evolution, given the data
in modern organisms. There are three main types of methods, distance-based, parsimony-based, and
likelihood-based.
1.2.1 Distance-based methods
These methods first estimate evolutionary distances between each pair of taxa, then use only the
matrix of pairwise distances to reconstruct the phylogeny. The distances can be estimated as counts of
the number of evolutionary events between two given taxa. Thus the estimation of pairwise distances
must be done with respect to a chosen model of evolution. Since the true distance, that is, the actual
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number of changes that took place during the course of evolution, is not something we can compute,
researchers have used a two-stage process, in which a well-defined measure is first computed (such
as an edit distance, that is, the smallest number of evolutionary changes – from a defined set – needed
to transform one into the other), then a statistical model of evolution is used to infer an estimate of
the true distance by deriving the effect of a given number of changes in the model on the computed
measure and (algebraically or numerically) inverting the derivation to produce a maximum-likelihood
estimate of the true distance under the model. This second step is often called a distance correction
and has long been used for sequence (DNA) data [107] as well as, more recently, for whole-genome
data [76]. Once all pairwise distances have been computed, methods such as Neighbor-Joining [90]
or FastME [17] can be used to reconstruct phylogeny.
1.2.2 Parsimony-based methods
These methods seek the tree and internal data that minimize the total number of evolutionary events
needed to produce the leaves from a common ancestor. The total number of evolutionary events of
a tree is the sum of its edge lengths where each edge length denotes the (edit) distance between the
nodes at the two ends of the edge. In the case of sequence data, the general problem of finding the
most parsimonious (MP) tree is provably NP-hard [15]. Current approaches are heuristics based on
iterative improvement techniques, e.g., in MEGA [56], PAUP* [106], Phylip [31], and TNT [37].
With whole-genome data, the parsimony problem requires the inference of “ancestral” genomes at
internal nodes of the candidate trees, which is NP-hard even for the median problem, a tree of three
given genomes [12, 83]. Sankoff proposed to use the median problem in an iterative manner to
refine ancestral genomes [92]; this approach was later improved in tools like GRAPPA [77,110] and
MGR [8].
1.2.3 Likelihood-based methods
Maximum likelihood (ML) methods assume a model of evolution, and aim to find the tree and as-
sociated model parameters, that maximize the probability of producing the given data. ML methods
thus depend explicitly on the assumed model of evolution. ML is usually much more computation-
ally expensive than MP, since ML has to estimate model parameters and search the best tree through
tree space simultaneously [102]. Efficient heuristics exist for sequence data, e.g., PhyML [38] and
RAxML [100]; a first attempt at using ML for whole-genome data appeared last year [44]. Bayesian
methods assume a prior probability distribution of the possible trees, use a biased random walk
through the tree space and estimate the posterior probability of trees given the data. The standard im-
plementation is to use Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach, notably in tools MrBayes [45]
for sequence data and a preliminary framework for whole-genome data [57].
In addition, meta-methods are used to scale up any of these methods in a divide-and-conquer
way. They usually decompose the input dataset into overlapping subsets, reconstruct a tree for each
subset, and combine those small trees to produce a complete tree for the original dataset. The most
successful one is the Disk-covering method (DCM) [46], which improves both the speed and accuracy
of existing approaches by carefully decomposing the dataset [48, 88].
1.3 Handling whole-genome data
In spite of many compelling reasons for using whole-genome data in phylogenetic reconstruction,
practice to date has continued to use selected sequences of moderate length using nucleotide-, amino
acid-, or codon-level models. Previous tools for reconstructing whole-genome phylogenies suffered
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from serious problems, usually combinations of oversimplified models, poor accuracy, poor scaling,
lack of robustness against errors in the data, and lack of statistical assessment procedures.
Genomic rearrangements have been studied since the beginnings of modern genetics (starting in
the 1920s with the classic work [103,104]) and models for such rearrangements have been the subject
of many papers over the last 20 years [34], notably, the double-cut-and-join model (DCJ) [6, 119],
which has formed the basis for much of the algorithmic research on whole-genome data over the last
few years. However, none of the existing models predicts the evolution of genomic organization into
circular unichromosomal genomes (as in most prokaryotes) and linear multichromosomal genomes
(as in most eukaryotes). In addition, most of these models do not support gene duplications and
losses alongside rearrangements; yet duplications and losses may be more common in evolutionary
history than rearrangements, and moreover, they themselves cause apparent rearrangements.
The assessment of phylogenies built from whole-genome data has not been properly addressed to
date. The standard method used in sequence-based phylogenetic inference is the bootstrap [23, 30],
but it relies on a large number of homologous characters that can be resampled [30]; yet in the case of
rearrangements, the entire genome is a single character. Alternatives such as the jackknife suffer from
the same problem, while likelihood tests [3, 38] cannot be applied in the absence of well established
probabilistic models.
Maximum-likelihood approaches have been successfully applied to phylogenetic inferences for
aligned sequences, but such applications remain primitive for whole-genome data. It was not until
last year that the first successful attempt to use ML reconstruction based on whole-genome data was
published [44]; results from this study on bacterial genomes were promising, but somewhat difficult
to explain, while the method is too time-consuming to handle eukaryotic genomes. A preliminary
implementation of Bayesian methods has yielded some promising results, but was tested on just a
few datasets [57].
1.4 Contributions in this dissertation
All the work presented in this dissertation has been accomplished by close collaboration with Bernard
Moret. We have included only a part of our published research, the part where we played the lead
role, spanning from models and distance estimation on whole-genome evolution to phylogenetic
reconstruction with bootstrapping from whole-genome data. (the collaborations are mentioned in the
following subsections)
1.4.1 Models and distance estimation on whole-genome evolution
(This is joint work with Vaibhav Rajan and Krister Swenson)
We present a method to estimate the true evolutionary distance between two genomes under the
‘double-cut-and-join’ (DCJ) model [6, 119] of genome rearrangements, a model under which a sin-
gle multichromosomal operation accounts for all genomic rearrangement events: inversion, transpo-
sition, translocation, block interchange and chromosomal fusion and fission. Our method relies on
a simple structural characterization of a genome pair and is both analytically and computationally
tractable. We provide experimental results on a wide variety of genome structures to exemplify the
very high accuracy (and low variance) of our estimator. The estimator also describes the asymptotic
behavior of genome structure under the DCJ model, which motivates us to refine the DCJ model to
account for biological constraints. The new evolutionary model introduces a single modification to
the classic DCJ model, and integrates gene duplications and losses. Through these changes, it be-
comes the first mathematical model to preserve the structural dichotomy in genomic organization (1-
2 circular chromosomes vs. several larger linear chromosomes) between most prokaryotes and most
eukaryotes. These models and associated distance estimators on whole-genome evolution provide a
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basis for studying facets of possible mechanisms of evolution through simulation and application to
real genomes.
1.4.2 Distance-based reconstruction with bootstrapping from whole-genome data
(This is joint work with Vaibhav Rajan)
We propose a new approach to the assessment of distance-based phylogenetic inference from whole-
genome data; our approach combines features of the jackknife and the bootstrap and remains non-
parametric. For each feature of our method, we give an equivalent feature in the sequence-based
framework; we also present the results of extensive experimental testing, in both sequence-based and
whole-genome-based frameworks. Through the feature-by-feature comparison and the experimental
results, we show that our bootstrapping approach is on par with the classic phylogenetic bootstrap
used in sequence-based reconstruction, and we establish the clear superiority of the classic bootstrap
and of our corresponding new approach over proposed variants. We test our approach on a small
dataset of mammalian genomes, verifying that the support values match current thinking about the
respective branches. Our method is the first to provide a standard of assessment to match that of the
classic phylogenetic bootstrap for aligned sequences, and thus makes it possible to conduct phylo-
genetic analyses on whole genomes with the same degree of confidence as for analyses on aligned
sequences.
1.4.3 Maximum-likelihood reconstruction from whole-genome data
(This is joint work with Fei Hu and Jijun Tang)
We propose a maximum-likelihood approach to phylogenetic analysis from whole-genome data, in
combination with our novel bootstrap scheme. Our approach uses a model that includes both re-
arrangements and duplications and losses; it is robust against common assembly errors; it supports
bootstrapping and other standard statistical tests; it returns highly accurate trees in all our tests under
a very wide variety of conditions; and it scales as well as approaches based on sequence data. The
results of extensive testing on simulated data show that our approach returns very accurate results
very quickly. In particular, we analyze of a 68-taxon collection of eukaryotic genomes [65], ranging
from parasitic unicellular organisms with simple genomes to mammals and from around 3000 genes
to over 40000 genes; the analysis, including bootstrapping, takes just 3 hours on a desktop system
and returns a tree in agreement with all well supported branches, while also suggesting resolutions
for some disputed placements.
Overall, we demonstrate that whole-genome data carries a very strong and robust phylogenetic sig-
nal and thus can form the basis for highly accurate phylogenetic analysis. While tools designed
earlier were promising, with our new techniques described in this work, one can reconstruct accurate
phylogenies from whole-genome data to an extent that was not possible before.
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Chapter 2
Models and distance estimation on
whole-genome evolution
The ordering and strandedness of genes on each chromosome of many organisms have become avail-
able, with many more added every year. Using this information, one can represent a genome as a
collection of chromosomes, each of which is a linear or circular sequence of gene identifiers. Varia-
tions in the placement of the same genes, as well as variations in gene content and multiplicity, among
organisms can then be analyzed. This data is of great interest to evolutionary biologists, but also to
comparative genomicists and to any researcher interested in understanding evolutionary changes in
pathogens. In the past ten years, there has been a large increase in work done on analyzing such
data [74].
Perhaps the most basic requirement in the analysis of such data is the ability to estimate the
amount of evolutionary change between two genomes—that is, to compute a pairwise evolutionary
distance. Since the true distance, that is, the actual number of changes in the gene order and content
that took place during the course of evolution, is not something we can compute, researchers have
used a two-stage process, in which a well defined measure is first computed (such as an edit distance,
that is, the smallest number of evolutionary changes—from a defined set—needed to transform one
genome into the other), then a statistical model of evolution is used to infer an estimate of the true
distance by deriving the effect of a given number of changes in the model on the computed measure
and (algebraically or numerically) inverting the derivation to produce a maximum-likelihood estimate
of the true distance under the model. This second step is often called a distance “correction” and
has long been used for sequence (DNA) data [108] as well as, more recently, for gene-order data
[73, 75, 115, 117].
The measures commonly used in the first step (edit distances, synteny measures, etc.) are
bounded and typically reflect only the endstate of an evolutionary process, whereas the true evo-
lutionary distance can be arbitrarily large. Thus these first-step measures typically underestimate the
true distance, by an amount that grows quickly as the true distance grows large. This is an aspect
of the problem of saturation, in which the evolutionary process may take a convoluted path to its
endstate, possibly even undoing earlier changes along the way. For very small distances, the problem
does not arise, while, for extremely large ones, the problem is essentially insurmountable, as the
variance of any estimate will be huge. For most distance values, however, one can view the goal
of distance correction as postponing the onset of saturation, that is, making it possible to deliver an
accurate estimate of the true distance up to as large a value as possible.
Evolutionary events that affect the gene order of genomes include a number of rearrangements,
which affect only the order, as well as gene duplication and loss, which affect both the gene content
and, indirectly, the order. Handling both together has proved challenging [70, 105]. Rearrangements
themselves include inversion, transposition, and block exchange, which act on a single chromosome,
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and translocation, fusion, and fission, which act on two chromosomes. Inversion, translocation,
fusion, and fission were characterized by Hannenhalli and Pevzner [39, 40], while edit distances for
these operations can be computed in linear time [4]. Sorting by transpositions has been proved to be
NP-complete [9]. Efforts at unifying some of these operations in a statistical framework have had
some success [18]. However, all these rearrangement operations are recently defined and studied a
unifying operation in one or two steps: the so-called “double-cut-and-join”, or DCJ, operation [119].
Bergeron et al. subsequently generalized the DCJ operation and showed how to compute an edit
distance for it (assuming that every operation has unit cost) in linear time with a simple formula [6].
In Section 2.1, we address the problem of estimating a true evolutionary distance under the DCJ
model of evolution, assuming no change in gene content and a uniform distribution of all possi-
ble DCJ events—the same simplifying assumptions used to date in all rearrangement analyses. In
Section 2.2, we refine the DCJ model and propose a new evolutionary model which respects the di-
chotomy between prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes and which takes gene duplications and losses
into account. Using this new evolutionary model, we develop a statistically based method to estimate
the true evolutionary distance in terms of the actual number of rearrangements, gene duplications,
and gene losses.
2.1 Estimating true evolutionary distances under the DCJ model
Our estimate is in the style of the IEBP estimate for the true inversion distance for a single chro-
mosome [115, 117], in that it does not require computing an edit distance, but only a simple count
of shared gene adjacencies (or, equivalently, breakpoints, as in the work of Sankoff et al. [92, 93])
and chromosome endpoints. We characterize the asymptotic behavior of genome structure under the
uniform DCJ model and present experimental results showing that our estimates are very precise,
and exhibit very little variance, under both realistic and extreme parameter settings.
2.1.1 Preliminaries on whole-genome data and the DCJ model
A gene is a stranded sequence of DNA that starts with a tail and ends with a head. The tail of a
gene a is denoted by at and its head by ah. We write +a (at → ah) if gene a is transcribed from 3′
to 5′ and write −a (ah → at ) otherwise. We are interested, not in the strand of one single gene, but
in the connection of two consecutive genes in one chromosome. Due to different strandedness, two
consecutive genes b and c can be connected by one adjacency of the following four types, {bt ,ct},
{bh,ct}, {bt ,ch} and {bh,ch}. If gene d lies at one end of a linear chromosome, the we have a
singleton set, {dt} or {dh}, called telomere.
In the simplest case, we assume equal gene content and no duplicate gene. A genome is then
represented as a set of adjacencies and telomeres such that the tail or the head of any gene appears in
exactly one adjacency or telomere. For example, the genome G illustrated in Figure 2.1, composed
of two linear chromosomes, (+a,−c,− f ) and (+e), and one circular chromosome (+b,+d), can
be represented by the following set of adjacencies and telomeres: {{at}, {ah,ch}, {ct , f h}, { f t},
{bh,dt}, {dh,bt}, {et}, {eh}}.
The number of adjacencies and telomeres in one genome only captures the number of linear chro-
mosomes: k adjacencies from circular chromosomes could come from a single circular chromosome
Figure 2.1: A very small genome G
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of size k or from k circular chromosomes of one gene each, or any other combination. In particular,
every genome on n genes made entirely of circular chromosomes has the same number of adjacencies
and telomeres.
The double-cut-and-join operation, in the formulation of [6], can model all classical rearrange-
ments: inversion, translocation, fusion, fission, transposition and block interchange. In that formu-
lation, a DCJ operation makes a pair of cuts in the chromosomes and reglues the cut ends on two
adjacencies or telomeres (which can be in the same chromosome or in different chromosomes), giv-
ing rise to four cases:
1. A pair of adjacencies {iu, jv} and {px,qy} can be replaced by the pair {iu, px} and { jv,qy} or
by the pair {iu,qy} and { jv, px}.
2. An adjacency {iu, jv} and a telomere {px} can be replaced by the adjacency {iu, px} and telom-
ere { jv} or by the adjacency { jv, px} and telomere {iu}.
3. A pair of telomeres {iu} and { jv} can be replaced by the adjacency {iu, jv}.
4. An adjacency {iu, jv} can be replaced by the pair of telomeres {iu} and { jv}.
Theorem 2.1.1. Let G be a genome with n genes, n1 adjacencies, and n2 telomeres. If m is the
number of the different possible DCJ operations on G, we can write
n = n1 +
n2
2
m = n21 +2n1n2 +
1
2
n22 −
1
2
n2
n2 ≤ m ≤ 2n2 −n
Proof. G has n genes and thus 2n tails and heads of genes; as the tail or the head of any gene appears
in exactly one adjacency or telomere, we have
2n = 2n1 +n2 (2.1)
Now consider the four cases of DCJ operations:
1. There are
(
n1
2
)
ways to select two adjacencies and 2 possible DCJ operations for each such
choice, for a total of
(
n1
2
)×2 operations.
2. There are n1×n2 ways to select one adjacency and one telomere and 2 possible DCJ operations
for each combination, for a total of n1×n2×2 operations.
3. There are
(
n2
2
)
ways to select two telomeres and 1 possible DCJ operation for each such choice,
for a total of
(
n2
2
)
operations.
4. There are n1 different ways to select one adjacency and 1 possible DCJ operation for each such
choice, for a total of n1 operations.
Thus the total number of possible DCJ operations is
m = n21 +2n1n2 +
1
2
n22−
1
2
n2
Combining this result with formula (2.1), we get
m =−1
4
n22 +(n−
1
2
)n2 +n
2
Now we also have 0 ≤ n2 ≤ 2n, and so we can write
n2 ≤ m ≤ 2n2 −n
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2.1.2 True distance estimation under the DCJ model
An overview of our technique for estimating the true evolutionary distance
The problem of estimating the true evolutionary distance under DCJ model is defined as follows:
Input: The original genome G and the final genome GF , two genomes on the same n genes repre-
sented as adjacencies and telomeres.
Output: An estimate of the actual number of DCJ operations that took place in the evolutionary
history to transform G into GF .
Based on the original genome G, for any genome G∗ (of same gene content as G), we can divide
the adjacencies and telomeres of G∗ into four sets SA(G∗), ST (G∗), DA(G∗) and DT (G∗), where
SA(G∗) is the set of adjacencies of G∗ that also appear in G, ST (G∗) is the set of telomeres of G∗
that also appear in G, DA(G∗) is the set of adjacencies of G∗ that do not appear in G, and DT (G∗)
is the set of telomeres of G∗ that do not appear in G. Then we can calculate a vector VG(G∗) =
(SA∗,ST ∗,DA∗,DT ∗) to represent the genome G∗ based on G, where SA∗, ST ∗, DA∗ and DT ∗ are the
cardinalities of the sets SA(G∗), ST (G∗), DA(G∗) and DT (G∗), respectively. (VG may be viewed as
producing a fingerprint of G∗.) Obviously, we have
2n = 2SA∗+ST ∗+2DA∗+DT ∗
Let Gk be the genome obtained from G = G0 by applying k randomly selected DCJ operations—
under our model, the (i+ 1)st DCJ operation is selected from a uniform distribution of all possible
DCJ operations on the current genome Gi. We can compute the vector VG(Gk)= (SAk,ST k,DAk,DT k)
to represent the genome Gk with respect to G.
Now we will show that, given G, we can also produce the estimate E˜(VG(Gk))= (S˜Ak, S˜T k,D˜Ak,D˜T k)
for the expected vector E(VG(Gk)) for any integer k > 0. We use S˜Ak to approximate the expected
number of adjacencies present in both G and Gk. We compute SAF from G and GF . Our approach for
estimating the true evolutionary distance is then to return the integer k that minimizes the difference
|SAF − S˜Ak|.
Estimation of the expected vector after some number of random DCJ operations
We show how to estimate the expected vector E(VG(Gk)) under our DCJ model for any integer k > 0.
Let G and Gk be as defined above; the vector for G0 = G is clearly just VG(G0) = (n1,n2,0,0).
We first show how to compute E(VG(G1)).
Theorem 2.1.2. Let m be the number of possible DCJ operations applicable to G. We have E(VG(G1))=
(SA1,ST 1,DA1,DT 1), where
SA1 = n1− 2n
2
1 +2n1n2−n1
m
ST 1 = n2− 2n1n2 +n
2
2−n2
m
DA1 =
2n21 −2n1 +2n1n2 + 12n22 − 12n2
m
DT 1 =
2n1n2 +2n1
m
Proof. Write VG(G0) = (SA0,ST 0,0,0) and consider the four cases for DCJ operations.
1. When we select two adjacencies out of SA(G0) , the number of possible DCJ operations is(SA0
2
)× 2. Neither of the resulting adjacencies will be in G, so that every such operation
reduces SA0 by 2 and increase DA0 by 2.
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2. When we select one adjacency out of SA(G0) and one telomere out of ST (G0), the number of
possible DCJ operations is SA0×ST 0×2. Neither of the resulting adjacency nor telomere will
be in G, so that every such operation reduces both SA0 and ST 0 by 1 and increases both DA0
and DT 0 by 1.
3. When we select two telomeres out of ST (G0), the number of possible DCJ operations is
(ST 0
2
)
.
The resulting adjacency will not be in G, so that every such operation will reduce ST 0 by 2 and
increase DA0 by 1.
4. When we select one adjacency out of SA(G0), the number of possible DCJ operations is SA0.
Neither of the resulting telomeres will be in G, so that every such operation reduces SA0 by 1
and increases DT 0 by 2.
Adding up the 4 cases and normalizing by the total m, we get
SA1 = SA0 +
2
(SA0
2
)
m
· (−2)+ 2SA
0ST 0
m
· (−1)+ SA
0
m
· (−1)
= SA0− 2SA
02 +2SA0ST 0−SA0
m
ST 1 = ST 0 + SA
0 ·ST 0 ·2
m
· (−1)+
(ST 0
2
)
m
· (−2)
= ST 0− 2SA
0ST 0 +ST 02−ST 0
m
DA1 = 0+
(SA0
2
) ·2
m
·2+ SA
0 ·ST 0 ·2
m
·1+
(ST 0
2
)
m
·1
=
2SA02−2SA0 +2SA0ST 0 + 12ST 0
2− 12ST 0
m
DT 1 = 0+ SA
0 ·ST 0 ·2
m
·1+ SA
0
m
·2
=
2SA0ST 0 +2SA0
m
Let Gk be a genome obtained from G by applying k randomly selected DCJ operations and let
Gk+1 be the genome obtained from the genome Gk by applying one more randomly selected DCJ
operation. We show how to calculate the expected value of VG(Gk+1) given Gk and G.
Theorem 2.1.3. Let VG(Gk) = (SAk,ST k,DAk,DT k) and let mk be the number of possible DCJ op-
erations on Gk. For conciseness, write Ak = SAk + DAk (the number of adjacencies in Gk) and
T k = ST k +DT k (the number of telomeres in Gk). Then we can write
mk = (Ak)2 +2(Ak)(T k)+
1
2
(T k)2− 1
2
(T k)
E(VG(Gk+1)) = (SAk+1,ST k+1T ,DA
k+1,DT k+1)
where we have
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SAk+1 = SAk + 1
mk
[n1−2SAk(Ak +T k)]
ST k+1 = ST k + 1
mk
[n2(T k +1)−2ST k(Ak +T k)]
DAk+1 = DAk +
1
mk
[2SAk(Ak +T k)+
(
T k
2
)
− (Ak)−n1]
DT k+1 = DT k +
1
mk
[2ST k(Ak +T k)−n2(T k +1)−2
(
T k
2
)
+2(Ak)]
Proof. From Theorem 2.1.1, we have
mk = (Ak)2 +2(Ak)(T k)+
1
2
(T k)2− 1
2
(T k)
There are n1 − SAk adjacencies in G that do not appear in Gk and they must fall into one the
following 3 cases:
1. nAA pairs with members in two different adjacencies in DA(Gk).
2. nT T pairs with members in two telomeres of DT (Gk).
3. nAT pairs with one member in DA(Gk) and the other in DT (Gk).
There also are n2−ST k telomeres in G that do not appear in Gk and so must be members of DA(Gk).
Now we complete the proof by running through the possible cases. From the proof for Theorem
2.1.2, we have already covered 4 cases where adjacencies and telomeres were selected only from
SA(Gk) and ST (Gk). The remaining 8 cases cover selections from DA(Gk) and DT (Gk) as well. In
the last 5 of these 8 cases, the outcome of a particular operation in terms of adjacency and telomere
counts is not fixed, but the total count over all possible operations can still be computed; we use the
expression “recover” (an adjacency or a telomere) to indicate a case in which the count increases.
1. When we select one adjacency out of SA(Gk) and another out of DA(Gk), the number of pos-
sible DCJ operations is SAk×DAk×2. Neither resulting adjacency will be in G, so that every
such operation reduces SAk by 1 and increases DAk by 1.
2. When we select one adjacency out of SA(Gk) and one telomere out of DT (Gk), the number of
possible DCJ operations is SAk ×DT k × 2. Neither the resulting adjacency nor telomere will
be in G, so that every such operation reduces SAk by 1 and increases DAk by 1.
3. When we select one telomere out of ST (Gk) and one telomere out of DT (Gk), the number of
possible DCJ operations is ST k×DT k. Neither the resulting adjacency nor telomere will be in
G, so that every such operation reduces ST k and DT k by 1 and increases DAk by 1.
4. When we select one telomere out of ST (Gk) and one adjacency out of DA(Gk), the number of
possible DCJ operations is ST k×DAk×2. The resulting adjacency will not be in G, while the
resulting telomere can be in G or not. There are ST k×(n2−ST k) ways to recover one telomere
out of n2−ST k telomeres in G that do not appear in Gk.
5. When we select two adjacencies out of DA(Gk), the number of possible DCJ operations is(DAk
2
)×2. The two resulting adjacencies can be in G or not. There are nAA ways to recover one
adjacency out of n1 −SAk adjacencies in G that do not appear in Gk.
6. When we select one one adjacency out of DA(Gk) and one telomere out of DkT , the number of
possible DCJ operations is DAk×DT k ×2. The resulting adjacency and telomere can be in G
or not. There are DT k× (n2−ST k) ways to recover one telomere out of n2−ST k telomeres in
G that do not appear in Gk and nAT ways to recover one adjacency out of n1−SAk adjacencies
in G that do not appear in Gk.
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7. When we select one adjacency out of DA(Gk), the number of possible DCJ operations is DAk.
The two resulting telomeres can be in G or not and there are n2 − ST k ways to recover one
telomere out of n2 −ST k telomeres in G that do not appear in Gk.
8. When we select two telomeres out of DT(Gk), the number of possible DCJ operations is
(DT k
2
)
.
The resulting adjacency can be in G or not and there are nT T ways to recover one adjacency
out of n1−SAk adjacencies in G that do not appear in Gk.
Adding up the 12 cases and normalizing by the total mk, we get
SAk+1 = SAk + 1
mk
[n1−2SAk(Ak +T k)]
ST k+1 = ST k + 1
mk
[n2(T k +1)−2ST k(Ak +T k)]
DAk+1 = DAk +
1
mk
[2SAk(Ak +T k)+
(
T k
2
)
− (Ak)−n1]
DT k+1 = DT k +
1
mk
[2ST k(Ak +T k)−n2(T k +1)−2
(
T k
2
)
+2(Ak)]
Given G0, we estimate E(VG(Gk)) for k > 0 by iterating k times the matching formula in Theorem
2.1.3, and every time we identify E(VG(Gk−1)) with the actual vector VG(Gk−1).
Corollary 2.1.4. Let G be one genome on n genes, the estimated vector E˜(VG(Gi))= (S˜Ai, S˜T i,D˜Ai,D˜T i)
for all integers i (0 ≤ i ≤ k) can be computed in O(k) time.
2.1.3 Experimental results
We now present experimental results on the accuracy of our estimation of the expected vector after a
given number of random DCJ operations and on the quality of our estimator for the true evolutionary
distance (in terms of the actual number of DCJ operations). Our experiments all start with an original
genome, G, with some chosen number of linear and circular chromosomes of various sizes; this
genome is subjected to a prescribed number k of DCJ operations chosen uniformly at random to
obtain a final genome Gk. We vary k from one to six times the number of genes—very large values in
evolutionary terms. For each choice of parameters, we generate 10,000 runs to obtain a tight estimate
of variance. We compute the vector representations for all intermediate genomes and then use our
method to estimate the evolutionary distance. We run tests on a large variety of initial genomes
and present here results on three initial genomes, all meant to resemble real organismal genomes:
(a) 25,000 genes and 25 linear chromosomes; (b) 10,000 genes and 5 linear chromosomes; and (c)
1,000 genes and 1 circular chromosome—the first two examples match metazoan genomes, the last
matches a small bacterial genome.
Accuracy of the expected vector after k random DCJ operations
We study the behavior of our estimation E˜(VG(Gk)) by comparing its prediction to the sample mean
for E(VG(Gk)), as computed from our 10,000 trials. We compute the mean absolute difference for
SA, ST , DA, and DT between our estimation E˜(VG(Gk)) and each experimental vector VG(Gk) in
every single run for genomes (a), (b), and (c) and show the results in Figure 2.2.
The sum of absolute difference of entries in the vector on the larger genomes never exceeds 0.5%
(as a percentage of the sum of entries in the vector) and is typically well below 0.25%; even on the
smaller genome, the difference does not exceed 2% and is typically below 1%.
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Figure 2.2: The mean absolute difference for SA, ST , DA and DT between our estimation E˜(VG(Gk))
and each experimental vector VG(Gk) as a function of the actual number of DCJ operations.
Accuracy of the estimation of the actual number of DCJ operations
We want to study the threshold of saturation of our estimator in addition to its accuracy; in order
to do that, we create simulations with controlled numbers of DCJ operations and set up a threshold
for correction in the estimation procedure. Specifically, we choose a number between 1 and some
upper bound B as the actual number of DCJ operations; B is chosen to be the smallest integer k that
makes the expected value S˜Ak smaller than 2, a point at which there are almost no shared adjacencies
left. For genomes (a), (b) and (c), the corresponding upper bounds are 121,621, 44,047, and 3,253,
respectively. We use the smallest integer r that causes the expected value s˜rA to become smaller than
1
2 as an upper limit on the maximum number of DCJ operations in the evolutionary history. Finally,
if we have sFA = 0, we set k (the value normally chosen to minimize |SAF − S˜Ak|) to this upper limit r.
For genomes (a), (b) and (c), r has values 211,442, 81,329, and 6,398, respectively.
Figure 2.3 shows the mean and standard deviation for the actual number of DCJ operations esti-
mated by the edit DCJ distance and by our approach. These figures indicate that, as expected, the edit
DCJ distance underestimates, often severely, the actual number of events. In contrast, our approach
provides highly accurate estimates, with very small variance.
We also study the mean absolute difference between the actual number of DCJ operations and
our estimator for genomes (a), (b) and (c). The results are shown in Table 2.1.
The estimates are highly accurate (even for small genomes) up to surprisingly large numbers of
events. Rearrangement events fall under the category of “rare genomic events” [87], yet our estimator
works well even for what would be considered common events.
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Figure 2.3: Mean and standard deviation plots for the actual number of DCJ operations (y axis) vs.
the edit DCJ distance and our estimator (x axis). The datasets are divided into 60 bins according to
their x-coordinate values.
Table 2.1: The mean absolute difference between actual number of DCJ operations and our estimation.
actual number of DCJ operations
# genes # genes ×1 # genes ×2 # genes ×3
25,000 131.0 (0.5%) 447.5 (0.9%) 1280.2 (1.7%)
10,000 83.9 (0.8%) 282.0 (1.4%) 819.4 (2.7%)
1,000 27.2 (2.7%) 93.6 (4.7%) 441.8 (14.7%)
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2.1.4 Discussion
From Figure 2.3, our approach postpones the threshold of saturation (viewed as a number of DCJ
operations) from well under the number of genes to at least three times the number of genes for all
three example genomes. This large gain in accuracy should translate into much better phylogenetic
reconstructions as well as more accurate genomic alignments.
There are two main assumptions made in this work: no gene duplication or loss; and uniform
distribution of DCJ operations. Both are clearly unrealistic, so our ability to gauge their effect on
model predictions is crucial to future model refinements.
For instance, the DCJ model requires that a chromosomal fission that creates a new small circular
chromosome be immediately followed by a chromosomal fusion that re-absorbs this small circular
chromosome, thereby causing a block exchange within the original chromosome and treating the
extra circular chromosome as a transient artifact [119]. Since circular chromosomes do not arise
in organisms with a number of linear chromosomes, a similar constraint would strongly reduce the
incidence of fission. A similar type of constraint could be used for prokaryotic genomes, which
normally consist of a single circular chromosome. Evidence that paracentric rearrangements are more
common than pericentric ones, at least in two Drosophila species [121], and that short inversions are
more common than long ones, in some prokaryotes and in the aforementioned Drosophila [58, 121],
can also be reflected into additional constraints on the DCJ model. Any additional constraint naturally
creates complications, but we expect that at least a few natural constraints can be handled within the
framework described here.
Since the DCJ operation regroups all rearrangements studied to date, and since our results point
to one way in which the behavior of this model can be studied for various constraints (such as where
the cuts can be made), our results may shed light on the vexing issue of what constitutes a significant
syntenic block in comparative genomics—an issue that has seen a lot of discussion over the last few
years [13, 96].
2.2 Models and distance estimations under rearrangements, duplica-
tions, and losses
In the previous section, we present a statistically based method to estimate the true evolutionary
distance between two genomes under the DCJ model. The DCJ model, however, is unrealistic in
two major respects. First, if the two cuts are in the same chromosome, one of the two nontrivial
rejoinings causes a fission, creating a new circular chromosome. However, circular chromosomes
do not normally arise in organisms with linear chromosomes, and prokaryotic genomes normally
consist of a single circular chromosome. Nor can this form of rejoining be forbidden as, without it,
DCJ simply reduces to inversion. Secondly, DCJ is a model of rearrangements: it does not take into
account evolutionary events that alter the gene content, such as duplications and losses.
Of these two problems, the first has not been seriously addressed: the model we present here is, to
the best of our knowledge, the first model that naturally preserves the dichotomy between prokaryotic
and eukaryotic genomes. While gene (or segment) duplications and losses have long been studied by
geneticists and molecular biologists, little work has been done to date on integrating them with rear-
rangements in a unified model. El-Mabrouk [24] gave an exact algorithm to compute edit distances
for inversions and losses and also a heuristic to approximate edit distances for inversions, losses, and
nonduplicating insertions (all of her results assume that genes cannot be duplicated). More recently,
Yancopoulos and Friedberg [120] gave an algorithm to compute edit distances under deletions, in-
sertions, duplications, and DCJ operations, under the constraint that each deletion can only remove
a single gene. These and other approaches targeted the edit distance, not the true evolutionary dis-
tance. Swenson et al. [105] gave an algorithm to approximate the true evolutionary distance under
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Figure 2.4: A very small genome G
deletions, insertions, duplications, and inversions for unichromosomal genomes and showed good
results under simulations and for small-scale phylogenetic reconstruction. Rearrangements, duplica-
tions and losses have also been addressed in the framework of ancestral reconstruction [67, 82]. All
of these approaches have focussed on parsimony criteria and have used pre-assigned weights for the
various operations.
We propose a new evolutionary model which respects the dichotomy between prokaryotic and
eukaryotic genomes and which takes gene duplications and losses into account, and develop a statis-
tically based method to estimate the true evolutionary distance under our new model.
2.2.1 Preliminaries on gene-order data and the new evolutionary model
We denote the tail of a gene g by gt and its head by gh. We write +g to indicate an orientation from
tail to head (gt → gh), −g otherwise (gh → gt ). Two consecutive genes a and b can be connected by
one adjacency of one of the following four types: {at ,bt}, {ah,bt}, {at ,bh}, and {ah,bh}. If gene c
lies at one end of a linear chromosome, then we also have a singleton set, {ct} or {ch}, called a telom-
ere. A genome can then be represented as a multiset of genes together with a multiset of adjacencies
and telomeres. For example, the toy genome in Figure 2.4, composed of one linear chromosome,
(+a,+b,−c,+a,+b,−d,+a), and one circular one, (+e,− f ), can be represented by the multiset of
genes {a,a,a,b,b,c,d,e, f} and the multiset of adjacencies and telomeres {{at}, {ah,bt}, {bh,ch},
{ct ,ah}, {ah,bt}, {bh,dh}, {dt ,ah}, {ah}, {eh, f h}, {et , f t}}. Because of the duplicated genes, there
is no one-to-one correspondence between genomes and multisets of genes, adjacencies, and telom-
eres. For example, the genome composed of one linear chromosome, (+a,+b,−d,+a,+b,−c,+a)
and one circular one (+e,− f ) would have the same multisets of genes, adjacencies and telomeres as
that in Figure 2.4.
In the new evolutionary model, a genomic change is one of a gene duplication, a gene loss, or
a genome rearrangement, so that there are two parameters: the probability of occurrence of a gene
duplication, pd , and the probability of occurrence of a gene loss, pl—the probability of occurrence
of a rearrangement is then just pr = 1− pd − pl . The next event is chosen from the three categories
according to these parameters.
For rearrangements, we select two elements uniformly with replacement from the multiset of
all adjacencies and telomeres and then decide which rearrangement event we apply to these two
elements. Compared to the DCJ model, the new model assigns a specific probability to each operation
and forbid the one operation that creates circular intermediates. Thus we have eight cases in all (refer
to Figure 2.5). For each case, we apply the intuitive interpretation in terms of replacing sets of
adjacencies and telomeres suggested by Bergeron et al. [5, 6].
Select two different adjacencies, or one adjacency and one telomere, in the same chromosome
(Figure 2.5a). For example, select two different adjacencies {ahi−1,ati} and {ahj ,atj+1} on one
linear chromosome A = (a1 . . .ai−1ai . . .a ja j+1 . . .an). Reversing all genes between ai and a j
yields (a1 . . .ai−1-a j . . . -aia j+1 . . .an). Two adjacencies, {ahi−1,ati} and {ahj ,atj+1}, are replaced
by two others, {ahi−1,ahj} and {ati,atj+1}. This operation causes an inversion. (It is in this case
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Figure 2.5: Possible rearrangements.
that we forbid the creation of a new circular chromosome through fission, which would use the
same choices of adjacencies, but rejoin the pieces differently.)
Select two adjacencies, or one adjacency and one telomere, in two linear chromosomes (Fig-
ure 2.5b). For example, select two adjacencies, {ahi ,ati+1} from one linear chromosome A =
(a1 . . .aiai+1 . . .an) and {bhj ,btj+1} from another linear chromosome B = (b1 . . .b jb j+1 . . .bm).
Now exchange the two segments between these two chromosomes C and D. There are two pos-
sible outcomes, (a1 . . .aib j+1 . . .bm) and (b1 . . .b jai+1 . . .an) or (a1 . . .ai-b j . . . -b1) and (-bn . . .
-b j+1ai+1 . . .an). Two adjacencies, {ahi ,ati+1} and {bhj ,btj+1}, are replaced by {ahi ,bhj+1} and
{ati+1,btj} or {ahi ,bhj} and {ati+1,btj+1}. This operation causes a translocation.
Select two different adjacencies, or one adjacency and one telomere, in one circular chromosome
and one linear chromosome (Figure 2.5c). For example, select two adjacencies, {ahi ,ati+1}
from one linear chromosome A = (a1 . . .aiai+1 . . .an) and {chj ,ctj+1} one circular chromosome
C = (c1 . . .c jc j+1 . . .cm). Now merge the circular chromosome C into the linear chromosome
A. There are two possible outcomes, linear chromosomes (a1 . . .aic j+1 . . .cmc1 . . .c jai+1 . . .an)
or
(a1 . . .ai-c j . . . -c1-cm . . . -c j+1ai+1 . . .an). Two adjacencies, {ahi ,ati+1} and {chj ,ctj+1}, are re-
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placed by {ahi ,chj+1} and {ati+1,ctj} or {ahi ,chj} and {ati+1,ctj+1}. This operation causes a fusion
of a circular chromosome with a linear chromosome.
Select two adjacencies in two circular chromosomes (Figure 2.5d). For example, select two adja-
cencies, {chi ,cti+1} from one circular chromosome C = (c1 . . .cici+1 . . .cm) and {dhj ,dtj+1} from
another circular chromosome D= (d1 . . .d jd j+1 . . .dn). Now merge these two circular chromo-
somes C and D into one new circular chromosome. There are two possible outcomes, circular
chromosomes
(c1 . . .cid j+1 . . .dmd1 . . .d jci+1 . . .cm) or (c1 . . .ci-d j . . . -d1-dm . . . -d j+1ci+1 . . .cm). Two adja-
cencies, {chi ,cti+1} and {dhj ,dtj+1}, are replaced by {chi ,dhj+1} and {cti+1,dtj} or {chi ,dhj } and
{cti+1,dtj+1}. This operation causes a fusion of two circular chromosomes.
Select the same adjacency twice in one linear chromosome (Figure 2.5e). For example, select the
adjacency {ahi ,ati+1} twice from linear chromosome A = (a1 . . .aiai+1 . . .an). Then split C into
two new linear chromosomes, (a1 . . .ai) and (ai+1 . . .an). The adjacency {ahi ,ati+1} is replaced
by two telomeres {ahi } and {ati+1}. This operation causes a fission of a linear chromosome.
Select the same adjacency twice in one circular chromosome (Figure 2.5f). For example, select the
adjacency {chi ,cti+1} twice from circular chromosome C = (c1 . . .cici+1 . . .cm). Then linearize
C into a linear chromosome, (ci+1 . . .cmc1 . . .ci). The adjacency {chi ,cti+1} is replaced by two
telomeres {chi } and {cti+1}. This operation causes a linearization of a circular chromosome.
Select two telomeres in two linear chromosomes (Figure 2.5g). For example, select telomeres {ahn}
and {bt1} from two different linear chromosomes A = (a1 . . .aiai+1 . . .an) and B = (b1 . . .b j
b j+1 . . .bm). Then concatenate these two linear chromosomes into a single new chromosome
(a1 . . .ai ai+1 . . .anb1 . . .b jb j+1 . . .bm). Two telomeres, {ahn} and {bt1}, are replaced by one
adjacency {ahn,bt1}. This operation causes a fusion of two linear chromosomes.
Select two telomeres in one linear chromosome (Figure 2.5h).1 For example, select telomeres {at1}
and {ann} from linear chromosome A = (a1 . . .aiai+1 . . .an) (See Figure 2.5h). Then circularize
the linear chromosome by connecting its two ends. Two telomeres, {at1} and {ahn}, are replaced
by by one adjacency, {at1,ahn}. This operation causes a circularization of a linear chromosome.
As mentioned earlier, we do not include a fission that creates a circular intermediate. This choice
is based on desired outcomes, not on any notion of mechanism and, in that sense, follows the spirit of
the DCJ model itself, since that model’s strength is not the verisimilitude of its mechanism, but the
simplicity of its formulation and the universality of its set of operations. As we shall see, running our
model produces simulated genomes that more closely resemble actual genomes than those produced
under a pure DCJ or HP model.
For gene duplication, we uniformly select a position to start duplicating a short segment of chro-
mosomal material and place the new copy to a new position within the genome. We set Lmax as
the maximum number of genes in the duplicated segment and assume that the number of genes in
that segment is a uniform random number between 1 and Lmax. For example, select one segment
ai+1 . . .ai+L to duplicate and insert the copy between one adjacency {bhj ,btj+1}. Such an operation
duplicates L genes and L− 1 adjacencies, removes one adjacency, and adds two new adjacencies;
thus genes ai+1, . . ., ai+L−1 and ai+L are added to the multiset of genes, the adjacency {bhj ,btj+1} is
removed, and L+1 new adjacencies, {bhj ,ati+1}, {ahi+1,ati+2}, . . ., {ahi+L,btj+1}, are added.
For gene loss, we uniformly select one gene from the set of all candidate genes and delete it,
restricting gene loss to the deletion of a single gene copy at a time, following Lynch [66]. For
example, if we delete gene ai in the chromosome (. . .ai−1aiai+1 . . .), one copy of ai is removed from
1Selecting one telomere twice is assimilated to selecting both telomeres of the linear chromosome.
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the multiset of genes, while two adjacencies, {ahi−1,ati} and {ahi ,ati+1}, are replaced by one adjacency,
{ahi−1,ati+1}.
2.2.2 True distance estimation under the new evolutionary model
The problem of estimating the true evolutionary distance is defined as follows:
Input: The original genome G and the final genome F .
Output: An estimate of the actual number of evolutionary events that took place in the evolutionary
history to transform G into GF .
Based on the multisets of genes and of adjacencies and telomeres of G, for any genome G∗ of
N∗ genes and l∗ linear chromosomes, we can build the vector V ∗ = (NG∗1, . . . ,NG∗C,SA∗1, . . . ,SA∗C,DA∗,
ST ∗,DT ∗), where C is the upper bound for the number of copies of one gene, NG∗i (i = 1, . . . ,C) is the
number of genes with exactly i copies in the genome G∗, SA∗1 (i = 1, . . . ,C) is the number of adjacen-
cies with exactly i copies in G∗ that also appear in G, DA∗ is the number of adjacencies in G∗ that do
not appear in G, ST ∗ is the number of telomeres in G∗ that also appear in G, and DT ∗ is the number
of telomeres in G∗ that do not appear in G. We can write
N∗ =
C
∑
i=1
NG∗i ,
N∗ =
C
∑
i=1
SA∗1 +DA∗+ ST∗+DT ∗− l∗.
Let Gk be the genome obtained from G = G0 by applying k randomly selected evolutionary
operations—under our model, the (i+ 1)st evolutionary operation is selected from all possible re-
arrangements, gene duplications, and gene losses on genome Gi according to the parameters pd and
pl . We can compute the vector VG(Gk) = (NGk1,. . ., NGkC,SAk1,. . .,SAkC,DAk,ST k,DT k) to represent the
genome Gk with respect to G.
Now we show that, given G, we can also produce the estimate E˜(VG(Gk)) = (N˜Gk1, . . ., N˜GkC, S˜Ak1,
. . ., S˜AkC, D˜Ak, S˜T k, D˜T k) for the expected vector E(VG(Gk)), for any integer k > 0. Our approach for
estimating the true evolutionary distance is then to return the integer k that minimizes the 1-norm
distance between E˜(VG(Gk)) and VG(GF).
Estimation of the expected vector after some number of random evolutionary events
Given the original genome G, the complete vector for genome Gk is defined as VG(Gk) = (NGk1,NGk2,
. . ., SAk1,SAk2,. . ., DAk,ST k,DT k), where NGki is the number of genes with exactly i copies in the genome
Gk, SAki (shared adjacencies) is the number of adjacencies with exactly i copies in Gk that also appear
in G, DAk (distinct adjacencies) is the number of adjacencies in Gk that do not appear in G, ST k (shared
telomeres) is the number of telomeres in Gk that also appear in G, and DT k (distinct telomeres) is the
number of telomeres in Gk that do not appear in G.
Assume the original genome G has N genes, where each gene has at most C = O(1) copies, and l
linear chromosomes, with l = O(1). We thus ignore items NGki and SAki for (i >C). The initial vector
VG(G0) is then (NG01,NG02,. . .,NG0C,SA01,SA02,. . .,SA0C,DA0,ST0,DT 0), where NG0i is the number of genes
with exactly i copies, SA0i is the number of adjacencies with exactly i copies, DA0 = 0, ST0 = 2l, and
DT 0 = 0. We now show how to update this vector under rearrangements, gene duplications and gene
losses, respectively.
Rearrangement
For rearrangements, we select two adjacencies or telomeres uniformly, with replacement, from the
multiset of all adjacencies or telomeres.
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Lemma 2.2.1. Assume all genomes have O(1) linear chromosomes, each gene has at most C =
O(1) copies, and VG(Gk) = (NGk1,. . ., NGkC,SAk1,. . . , SAkC,DAk,ST k,DT k) represents the current genome Gk
based on the original genome G. For conciseness, write Nk = ∑Ci=1 NGi1 (the total number of genes)
and lk = (ST k +DT k)/2 (the number of linear chromosomes). Then we can write the expected vector
for Gk+1 after one rearrangement operation: E(VG(Gk+1)) = (NGk+11 ,. . .,NGk+1C ,SAk+11 ,. . .,SAk+1C ,DAk+1,
ST k+1,DT k+1) where we have
NGk+1i = NG
k
i , i = 1,2, . . . ,C
SAk+1i = SA
k
i −
2i(SAki − SAki+1)
Nk + lk +O(
1
Nk
), i = 1,2, . . . ,C− 1
SAk+1C = SA
k
C−
2C(SAkC)
Nk + lk
+O( 1
Nk
),
DAk+1 = DAk +
2(∑Ci=1 SAki )
Nk + lk +O(
1
Nk
),
ST k+1 = ST k − 2ST
k
Nk + lk +O(
1
Nk
)
DT k+1 = DT k +
2ST k
Nk + lk +O(
1
Nk
).
Proof. In our evolutionary model, each rearrangement operation replaces old adjacencies or telom-
eres with new ones. Obviously, any rearrangement operation will not change the gene content, so
NGk+1i (i = 1,2, . . . ,C) will be the same.
We first ignore the adjacencies or telomeres in the original genome G created after a rearrange-
ment event. Remember two adjacencies or telomeres are selected with replacement uniformly from
the multiset of all adjacencies and telomeres, and the number of all adjacencies or telomeres for
genome Gk is (Nk + lk). For SAki adjacencies with exactly i copies in Gk which also appear in G,
the probability that one adjacency is selected once is 2SAki (Nk+lk−SAki )
(Nk+lk)2 , the probability that two differ-
ent adjacencies are selected is SAki (SAki −i)
(Nk+lk)2 , the probability that same adjacencies at two different sites
are selected is (i−1)SA
k
i
(Nk+lk)2 , and the probability that same adjacency at the same site is selected twice is
SAki
(Nk+lk)2 . Ignoring the newly created adjacencies or telomeres in the original genome G, with prob-
ability 2SA
k
i (N
k+lk−SAki )+iSAki
(Nk+lk)2 , the number of adjacencies with exactly i copies decreases by i, and, with
probability SA
k
i (SA
k
i−i)
(Nk+lk)2 , the number of adjacencies with exactly i copies decreases by 2i. With probabil-
ity 2SA
k
i (N
k+lk−SAki )+SAki
(Nk+lk)2 , the number of adjacencies with exactly (i−1) copies increases by (i−1), with
probability SA
k
i (SA
k
i −i)
(Nk+lk)2 , the number of adjacencies with exactly (i− 1) copies decreases by 2(i− 1),
and, with probability (i−1)SA
k
i
(Nk+lk)2 , the number of adjacencies with exactly (i− 2) copies increases by
(i−2). Considering i = 1,2, . . . ,C and C = O(1), we have
SAk+1i = SA
k
i −
2i(SAki − SAki+1)
Nk + lk , i = 1,2, . . . ,C− 1
SAk+1C = SA
k
C−
2C(SAkC)
Nk + lk ,
DAk+1 = DAk +
2(∑Ci=1 SAki )
Nk + lk .
Now, we show that the correction for our ignoring adjacencies or telomeres after a rearrangement
event is O( 1Nk ) for each item. Consider any adjacency (a,b) in G: we might recover it if we select
two adjacencies or telomeres containing two genes a and b. Since each gene has at most C copies in
the genome, there are at most C2 pairs of adjacencies or telomeres that may lead to recovery of the
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adjacency (a,b). So, with probability at most C2
(Nk+lk)2 , one specific adjacency in G might be created
by the rearrangement. Summing up all the N − l adjacencies in G, we see that the correction for
ignoring the newly created adjacencies or telomeres in G is O( 1Nk ).
Similarly, we can get ST k+1 = ST k − 2ST kNk+lk +O( 1Nk ) and DT k+1 = DT k + 2ST
k
Nk+lk +O(
1
Nk ).
Gene duplication
For gene duplications, we select uniformly at random an integer between 1 and Lmax (the maximum
number of genes in the duplication segment), then select uniformly at random a position where to
start the duplication, then insert the copy at another position selected uniformly at random.
Lemma 2.2.2. Assume all genomes have O(1) linear chromosomes, each gene has at most C = O(1)
copies, no two same genes or adjacencies are within the segment to be duplicated, and VG(Gk) =
(NGk1,. . .,NGkC,SAk1,. . .,SAkC,DAk,ST k,DT k) represents the current genome Gk based on the original genome
G. For conciseness, write Nk = ∑Ci=1 NGi1 (the total number of genes), lk = (ST k +DT k)/2 (the num-
ber of linear chromosomes) and L = (Lmax + 1)/2 (the average number of genes in a duplication
segment). Then we approximate the expected vector for Gk+1 after one duplication operation with
E(VG(Gk+1)) = (NGk+11 ,. . .,NG
k+1
C ,SA
k+1
1 ,. . .,SA
k+1
C ,DAk+1,ST k+1,DT k+1) where we have
NGk+11 = NG
k
1 −
L(NGk1)
Nk
,
NGk+1i = NG
k
i +
iL(NGki−1 −NGki )
Nk
, i = 2, . . . ,C− 1
NGk+1C = NG
k
C +
CL(NGkC−1)+L(NGkC)
Nk
,
SAk+11 = SA
k
1−
(L− 1)SAk1
Nk − lk −
SAk1− SAk2
Nk + lk
+O( 1
Nk
),
SAk+1i = SA
k
i +
i(L− 1)(SAki−1− SAki )
Nk − lk −
i(SAki − SAki+1)
Nk + lk +O(
1
Nk
), i = 2, . . . ,C− 1
SAk+1C = SA
k
C +
C(L− 1)SAkC−1+(L− 1)SAkC
Nk − lk −
C(SAkC)
Nk + lk +O(
1
Nk
),
DAk+1 = DAk +
(L− 1)DAk
Nk − lk +
∑Ci=1 SAki +DAk
Nk + lk +O(
1
Nk
),
ST k+1 = ST k − ST
k
Nk + lk +O(
1
Nk
)
DT k+1 = DT k +
ST k
Nk + lk +O(
1
Nk
).
Proof. In our model, we uniformly select a position to start duplicating L genes and transpose it to
one new uniformly chosen position within the genome. The expected number of genes or adjacen-
cies with exactly i copies within the duplication segment is L(NGki )/Nk or (L− 1)SAki /(Nk − lk). The
probability that the placement of the duplicated segment breaks one adjacency in SAki is SAki /(Nk+ lk).
We again first ignore the adjacencies or telomeres in the original genome G created after a du-
plication event. Since we assume that no two genes or adjacencies are same within the duplication
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segment, we have
NGk+11 = NG
k
1 −
L(NGk1)
Nk
,
NGk+1i = NG
k
i +
iL(NGki−1 −NGki )
Nk
, i = 2, . . . ,C− 1
NGk+1C = NG
k
C +
CL(NGkC−1)+L(NGkC)
Nk
,
SAk+11 = SA
k
1−
(L− 1)SAk1
Nk − lk −
SAk1− SAk2
Nk + lk ,
SAk+1i = SA
k
i +
i(L− 1)(SAki−1− SAki )
Nk − lk −
i(SAki − SAki+1)
Nk + lk , i = 2, . . . ,C− 1
SAk+1C = SA
k
C +
C(L− 1)SAkC−1+(L− 1)SAkC
Nk − lk −
C(SAkC)
Nk + lk
.
DAk+1 = DAk +
(L− 1)DAk
Nk − lk +
∑Ci=1 SAki +DAk
Nk + lk .
Now, we show that the correction for our ignoring adjacencies or telomeres after a duplication
event is O( 1Nk ) to each item SA
k+1
i . Consider any adjacency (a,b) in G: we might recover it if we move
gene a next to gene b after the duplication. Since each gene has at most C copies in the genome, there
are at most 2LC2 possibly duplication operations to recover that adjacency (a,b). There are alto-
gether O(L(Nk + lk)2) different duplication operations. So, with probability O( 1
(Nk+lk)2 ), one specific
adjacency in G might be created by the duplication event. Summing up all the N − l adjacencies in
G, we see that the correction for ignoring the newly created adjacencies or telomeres in G is O( 1Nk ).
Similarly, we can get ST k+1 = ST k − ST kNk+lk +O( 1Nk ) and DT k+1 = DT k + ST
k
Nk+lk +O(
1
Nk ).
Gene loss
For gene losses, we uniformly select one gene with at least two copies and delete it.
Lemma 2.2.3. Assume each gene has at most C = O(1) copies and VG(Gk) = (NGk1,NGk2,. . .,NGkC, SAk1,
SAk2,. . .,SAkC, DAk, ST k, DT k) represents the current genome Gk based on the original genome G. For
conciseness, write Nk = ∑Ci=1 NGki (the total number of genes) and lk = (ST k +DT k)/2 (the number
of linear chromosomes). Then we can write the expected vector for Gk+1 after one rearrangement
operation as E(VG(Gk+1)) = (NGk+11 ,. . .,NGk+1C ,SAk+11 ,. . .,SAk+1C ,DAk+1,ST k+1,DT k+1), where we have
NGk+11 = NG
k
1 +
NGk2
Nk −NGk1
,
NGk+1i = NG
k
i −
i(NGki −NGki+1)
Nk −NGk1
, i = 2, . . . ,C− 1
NGk+1C = NG
k
C −
C(NGkC)
Nk −NGk1
.
Proof. In our model of gene loss, one gene with at least two copies is uniformly selected. The num-
ber of all possible genes to be deleted is Nk −NGk1. For NGki (i > 1) genes with exactly i copies in Gk,
the probability that one of them is selected and deleted is NG
k
i
Nk−NGk1
. So with probability NG
k
i
Nk−NGk1
, the
number of genes with exactly i copies decreases by i and the number of genes with exactly (i− 1)
copies increases by (i−1).
We ignore the adjacencies or telomeres in the original genome G to be created after one gene
loss. For SAki (i > 2) adjacencies with exactly i copies in Gk which also appears in G, it is difficult to
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compute the number fi(del j) of such adjacencies that each single deletion del j ( j = 1, . . . ,Nk −NGk1)
would affect. But we know that each adjacency with exactly i (i > 2) copies must relate to two genes
with more than 2 copies, so we have ∑N
k−NGk1
j=1 fi(del j) = 2SAki . Considering i = 2, . . . ,C and C = O(1),
we have
SAk+1i = SA
k
i −
2i(SAki − SAki+1)
Nk −NGk1
, i = 2, . . . ,C− 1
SAk+1C = SA
k
C−
2C(SAkC)
Nk −NGk1
.
For SAk1 adjacencies with exactly 1 copy in Gk that also appears in G, it is also difficult to compute
the number f1(del j) of such adjacencies that each single deletion del j ( j = Nk −NGk1) would affect.
Assume DSAk1(= ∑
Nk−NGk1
j=1 f1(del j)) is the count of genes with at least two copies but related to those
adjacencies with exactly 1 copy in Gk that also appear in G. We consider the effect of rearrangements,
gene duplications and losses, and we approximate as follows:
DSAk+11 = DSA
k
1 + pr
2(2SAk2−DSAk1)
Nk + lk
+pd(
2SAk1− 2DSAk1+ 2SAk2
Nk + lk −
(L− 1)DSAk1
Nk − lk )
+pl
2SAk2−DSAk1(1+NGk2/(Nk −NGk1))
Nk −NGk1
,
SAk+11 = SA
k
1− pl
DSAk1− 2SAk2
Nk −NGk1
.
For telomeres, we simply assume ST k+1 = ST k and DT k+1 = DT k.
Finally, we also approximate the number of adjacencies RSAk+1 that we could thus ignore un-
der rearrangements, gene duplications, and gene losses, and distribute it to the correction of SAki as
follows:
RSAk+1 = (pr +
1
2
pd)(N − l)(Nk/N)2/(Nk + lk)2
SAk+1i = SA
k
i +RSAk+1SAki /(Nk − lk −DAk), i = 1, . . . ,C− 1.
Now, given G0, we estimate E(VG(Gk)) for k > 0 by iterating k times the above formulas (using
with pd and pl); at every step we identify E(VG(Gk−1)) with the actual vector VG(Gk−1).
Corollary 2.2.4. The estimated vector E˜(VG(Gi)) = (N˜Gi1,. . .,N˜GiC, S˜Ai1,. . .,S˜AiC, D˜Ai,S˜T i,D˜T i) for all
integers i (0 ≤ i ≤ k) can be computed in O(kC) time.
2.2.3 Model characteristics
Genome structure prediction
We prove that our new model respects the distinction between eukaryotic and prokaryotic genomes.
Note that the following theorems do not deal with the process of chromosome evolution, only with
its endpoint.
Theorem 2.2.5. Let the ancestral genome have one circular chromosome with n genes. After O(n)
rearrangements events, with probability 1−n−Θ(1), the final genome contains a single circular chro-
mosome or a collection of O(logn) linear chromosomes.
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Proof. We examine the effect of rearrangements on the genome structure. Given the original genome
with one circular chromosome, only one of our eight cases can result in a linearization: select the
same adjacency twice (Figure 2.5f). Once we have only linear chromosomes, two cases can directly
result in a change in the number of linear or circular chromosomes: select the same adjacency twice
(Figure 2.5e) and select two telomeres (Figure 2.5h). The probability for selecting the same adjacency
twice is O(1/n); that for selecting two telomeres is O(t2/n2), where t is the number of telomeres.
Every time we select the same adjacency twice, we increase the number of linear chromosomes by 1.
Let the indicator variable Xi represent whether or not we select the same adjacency twice at the ith
step and write k for the number of evolutionary events. Set X = ∑ki=1 Xi and let µ be the expectation
of X . The Chernoff bound shows
Pr(X > (1+δ)µ)<
(
eδ/(1+δ)1+δ
)µ
In our case, k = O(n), µ = O(1), δ = O(logn), so that we get
Pr(X > O(logn)) < n−Θ(1)
Let the indicator variable Yi represent whether or not we select two telomeres at the ith step. Since t =
2X , t is bounded by O(logn) with probability 1−n−Θ(1). Thus, with probability 1−n−Θ(1), we have
Pr(Yi = 1)< O((log n)2/n2).
Now set Y = ∑ki=1Yi. We have
Pr(Y > 0)6
k
∑
i=1
Pr(Yi = 1)< n−Θ(1).
Overall, then, with probability at least 1− n−Θ(1), X < O(log n) and Y = 0, which means that the
final genome structure has either a collection of O(log n) linear chromosomes or a single circular
chromosome.
Theorem 2.2.5 tells us that, if the original genomic structure starts from a circular chromosome,
most current genomes will contain a single circular chromosome or a collection of linear chromo-
somes. However, if the initial genome structure was, e.g., a mix of linear and circular chromosomes,
would such a structure be stable through evolution? We can characterize all stable structures in our
model under some mild conditions.
Theorem 2.2.6. Let the ancestral genome have n genes and assume that there are positive constants
c1 and α such that each chromosome in the ancestral genome has at least c1nα genes. Let c2 be some
constant obeying c2 > 2c1. After c2n1−α logn rearrangements, with probability 1−O(n−α log n), the
final genome contains either a single circular chromosome or a collection of linear chromosomes.
Proof. In our evolutionary model, consider the case of selecting two adjacencies or one adjacency
and one telomere in two different chromosomes. If one of the two chromosomes is circular, a fusion
will merge the circular chromosome into the linear chromosome (Figure 2.5c). If both chromo-
somes are circular, a fusion will merge the two chromosomes into a single circular chromosome
(Figure 2.5d). We use a graph representation, G, for the genome structure, where each circular chro-
mosome is represented by a vertex Ai and all of the linear chromosomes (if any) are represented by a
single vertex B . If two adjacencies or one adjacency and one telomere are selected in two different
chromosomes, we connect the vertices of these two chromosomes. If we first ignore circularizations
of linear chromosomes (Figure 2.5h), then the genome ends up with a single circular chromosome or
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a collection of linear chromosomes if and only if the corresponding final graph G is connected. We
therefore bound the probability that the graph G is not connected after c2n1−α logn rearrangements.
If G is not connected, there is at least one bipartition of the vertices into S1 and S2 in which no edge
has an endpoint in each subset. Assume there are g1 and g2 genes in S1 and S2, respectively; then
min{g1,g2}> c1nα and g1 +g2 = n. Since there are at most 1c1 n1−α chromosomes, we can write
Pr(G is not connected) <
( (g1
2
)
+
(g2
2
)
c2n1−α log n
)/( (g1+g22 )
c2n1−α logn
)
< (1− c1n1−α)c2n1−α logn < O(n−2α)
Let indicator variable Xi represent whether or not we select the same adjacency twice at the ith step
(Figure 2.5e,f) and set X = ∑c2n1−α log ni=1 Xi. We have
Pr(Xi = 1) 6 1/n
Pr(X > 0) 6
c2n
1−α log n
∑
i=1
Pr(Xi = 1) = O(n−α logn).
Now we bound the probability of selecting two telomeres in the same linear chromosome (Fig-
ure 2.5h), which causes a circularization of this chromosome—the case we deliberately ignored
above. For each linear chromosome, there are four possible ways of selecting two corresponding
telomeres. Since the number of linear chromosomes l is bounded by 1
c1
n1−α, there are at most
4
c1
n1−α ways to circularize one linear chromosome in all (n+ l)2 ways of selecting two adjacencies
or telomeres. Again, let indicator variable Yi represent circularization of one linear chromosome at
the ith step and set Y = ∑c2n1−α logni=1 Yi. We have
Pr(Y > 0) 6
c2n
1−α logn
∑
i=1
Pr(Yi = 1)
6 4c2 logn
/
c1n
2α < O(n−2α logn)
Thus, with probability 1−O(n−α log n), we have: G is connected, X = 0, and Y = 0, so that the final
genome contains either a single circular chromosome or a collection of linear chromosomes.
The restriction on the minimum size of chromosomes in the ancestral genomes is very mild, since
the parameter α can be arbitrarily small.
Our model also predicts, for genomes composed of a collection of linear chromosomes, conver-
gence to a certain number of chromosomes, which depends on the total number of genes.
Theorem 2.2.7. Assume there are n genes and fewer than 1+
√
1+4n
2 linear chromosomes in the orig-
inal genome. The number of linear chromosomes increases during rearrangements, converging to
1+
√
1+4n
2 .
Proof. Assume there are l linear chromosomes in the original genome. In our model, the number of
linear chromosomes increases by 1 with probability 1
n+l and decreases by 1 with probability (
l
n+l )
2
.
Since we have l < 1+
√
1+4n
2 , an increase is more likely. The stable equilibrium follows from the
equation 1
n+l = (
l
n+l )
2
.
These theorems are not affected by duplications and losses, as long as the latter are reflected in
the sizes of chromosomes and the total number of genes.
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Sizes of gene families
Of most concern in a duplication and loss model is the distribution of the sizes of the gene families,
since that is one of the few aspects of the process that has been observed to obey general laws.
Our sole aim in this section is to demonstrate through simulations that our model, which uses the
duplication/loss model of Lynch, yields distributions consistent with what Lynch suggested [66].
Our experiments start with a genome with no duplicated genes. This genome is then subjected to
a prescribed number k, varying from from 0 to 10 times the number of genes, of evolutionary events
chosen according to pd and pl to obtain different genomes Gk. We test a large number of different
choices of parameters on varying sizes of genomes; as the results are consistent throughout, we report
two cases: (a) 1’000 genes with L = 10, pd = 0.2, and pl = 0.8; and (b) 10’000 genes with L = 10,
pd = 0.4, and pl = 0.6. The data in Figure 2.6 summarizes 1’000 runs for each parameter setting.
The shape of the distributions of gene family sizes is generally similar to the observations presented
by Lynch [66].
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Figure 2.6: Probability distribution of the size of gene families, for various numbers of events, in-
creasing from the leftmost (#events = #genes) to the rightmost (#events = 10×#genes).
2.2.4 Experimental results
We now present experimental results on the accuracy of our estimation of the expected vector after a
given number of random evolutionary events and on the quality of our estimator for the true evolu-
tionary distance (in terms of the actual number of evolutionary events). Our experiments all start with
one genome with no duplicated genes and some chosen number of linear and circular chromosomes
of various sizes. We first apply some number (usually 10) of duplication events (Lmax = 10 in all
cases) to generate the original genome G with some initial duplicated genes. Then this genome is
subjected to a prescribed number k of evolutionary events chosen according to pd and pl to obtain
a final genome Gk. We vary k from 0 to twice the number of genes. We ran tests on any types of
initial genomes designed to resemble actual organismal genomes; we tested different choices of pa-
rameters on different genomes; and in each case we generated 10,000 runs to obtain a tight estimate
of variance.
We compute the vector representations for all intermediate genomes and then use our method to
estimate the evolutionary distance. Due to space limitations, we present results on just three initial
genomes: 25,000 genes and 25 linear chromosomes (pd = 0.05, pl = 0.15); 10,000 genes and 5 linear
chromosomes (pd = 0.1, pl = 0.2); and 1,000 genes and 1 circular chromosome (pd = 0.2, pl = 0.6).
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Figure 2.7: The vector values as a function of the actual number of evolutionary events.
The first two examples match large and smaller metazoan genomes, the last matches a small bacterial
genome.
Accuracy of the expected vector after k random evolutionary events
We study the behavior of our estimator E˜(VG(Gk)) by comparing its prediction to the sample mean
for VG(Gk), as computed from our 10,000 trials. In all of our experiments, we find that E˜(VG(Gk))
is very close to the sample mean for VG(Gk). Figure 2.7 shows the values in the vector as a function
of the actual number of evolutionary events. SAk3 and NAk3 represent the number of adjacencies
and genes with at least 3 copies in the original genome G, respectively. The figure shows that our
estimation and the sample mean for VG(Gk) are always very close.
Accuracy of the estimation of the actual number of evolutionary events
We want to study the accuracy of our estimator for the actual number of evolutionary events; in order
to do that, we create simulations with controlled numbers of evolutionary events and set up a thresh-
old for correction in the estimation procedure. Specifically, we vary the actual number of evolutionary
events from 0 to twice the number of genes in the original genome and we set 4 times the number of
genes as an upper limit on the maximum number of evolutionary events. Thus our estimated number
k is chosen to minimize |E˜(VG(Gk))−VG(F)|1, the 1-norm distance between E˜(VG(Gk)) and VG(F).
Figure 2.8 shows the mean and standard deviation for the actual number of evolutionary events
estimated by our approach. Our approach provides accurate estimates, with very small variance.
We also study the mean absolute difference between the actual number of evolutionary events
and our estimator, shown in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.8: Mean (×) and standard deviation (vertical bar) for our estimator as a function of the
actual number of evolutionary events.
Table 2.2 shows that the estimates are quite accurate up to very large numbers of events. Rear-
rangements, gene duplications, and gene losses fall under the category of “rare genomic events” (in
the terminology of [87]), yet our estimator works well even for numbers that would instead indicate
common events.
Robustness to unknown model parameters
Up to now we have fixed pd and pl . We now consider the case in which these parameters are
unknown—clearly the more common case in practice. We generate 10,000 cases with randomly
parameters pd and pl (at 1% resolution, pd < 4pl) and with actual numbers of evolutionary events
varying from 0 to twice the number of genes, setting an upper limit of 4 times the number genes for
the maximum number of evolutionary events.
Table 2.2: Relative error of our estimator as a function of the actual number of evolutionary events.
actual number of evolutionary events
# genes # genes ×1 # genes ×2
Rearrangements Duplications Losses Rearrangements Duplications Losses
1000 7.4 % 3.4 % 7.4 % 6.9 % 3.4 % 6.9 %
10,000 1.7 % 1.4 % 2.7 % 2.6 % 1.4 % 3.1 %
25,000 1.3 % 1.5 % 2.0 % 2.6 % 1.5 % 2.9 %
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Figure 2.9: The mean absolute difference between the actual number of evolutionary events and
our estimation as a function of the actual number of evolutionary events; o: rearrangements, +:
duplications, ×: losses.
Given the original genome, our estimated vector E˜(VG(Gi)) is in fact a function of i, pd , and pl .
We enumerate all possible values for pd and pl (at 1% resolution, pd < 4pl). For each different pair
of parameters pd and pl , we compute all E˜(VG(Gi)) (i from 0 to 4 times the number of genes). Our
estimated number k is still chosen to minimize |E˜(VG(Gk))−VG(F)|1, the 1-norm distance between
E˜(VG(Gk)) and VG(F).
Figure 2.10 shows the comparison of our estimates to the actual number of evolutionary events.
Our approach still provides accurate estimates in absence of known values for pd and pl and thus is
quite robust. The mean absolute difference between the actual number of evolutionary events and
our estimator becomes larger, especially when there are few common adjacencies left between the
original and final genomes. (The duplications and losses amy also partially cancel each other.)
2.2.5 Discussion
While the mechanism of genome evolution remains unclear, one can nevertheless study different
models through simulation and through application to real genomes. Thus, while we make no claims
of biological verisimilitude for the operations and constraints within our model, our Theorems 2.2.5
and 2.2.6 show that our model respects the distinction between the organization of most prokaryotic
genomes (one circular chromosome) and that of most eukaryotic genomes (multiple linear chro-
mosomes). In contrast, the HP model [40] deals with only linear chromosomes, while the DCJ
model [6, 119] (assuming uniform distribution of all possible DCJ operations) predicts that over half
of modern genomes consisting of only circular chromosomes will have more than one circular chro-
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Figure 2.10: Left: mean (×) and standard deviation (vertical bar) of our estimator as a function of
the actual number of evolutionary events; right: mean absolute difference between the actual number
of different evolutionary events and our estimator (o: rearrangements, +: duplications, ×: losses).
mosome. It is perhaps surprising that a simple modification to the DCJ model (forbidding the least
realistic operation) can result in simulated genomes that closely resemble actual genomes—we view
this finding as reinforcing the importance of the DCJ model as a basis for future model refinements.
There is evidence about the linearization of circular chromosomes during bacterial evolution
[113] and the increase in the number of chromosomes of eukaryotic groups by centric fission [50,51],
both of which accord with Theorem 2.2.7. It is interesting to point that Imai et al. [52] applied their
minimum interaction theory to the genome evolution in eukaryotes to explain the increment in the
number of linear chromosomes. Their theory predicts that the highest number of chromosomes in
mammals should be 166, while their simulations yield a range of 133–138 for this number [53].
Despite the fact that both models are based on different sets of oversimplified or unrealistic assump-
tions, the latter range derived by Imai et al. is similar to the predictions in our model (as well as the
models in [6,40,119], if we assume that the two cuts are uniformly selected) if the number of genes
is around 20’000, a fairly typical value for mammals.
Figure 2.6 shows that our model of gene duplications and losses readily generates distributional
forms close to the observations presented by Lynch [66]. Different parameters for gene duplications
and losses, and the number of evolutionary events, influence the the distributions of gene family sizes:
such information can help us improve the estimation of the actual number of evolutionary events as
well as infer the parameters for duplications and losses in our model [61, 64].
In Section 2.2.4, experimental results on a wide variety of genome structures exemplify the high
accuracy and robustness of our estimator. This large gain in accuracy should translate into much
better phylogenetic reconstructions as well as more accurate genomic alignments.
According to the analytical results in our model, increasing numbers of rearrangements, gene
duplications, and gene losses will linearize circular chromosomes, increase the number of linear
chromosomes, and increase the number of genes—i.e., will favor a shift from a prokaryotic architec-
ture to a eukaryotic one. However prokaryotic architectures exist in large numbers today—larger by
far than eukaryotic ones. The reason is to be found in population sizes. In a large population, as with
most prokaryotic organisms, most alleles are likely to be eliminated by purifying selection, whereas,
in a small population, neutral or even deleterious mutations can be fixated more easily. Population
sizes decreased dramatically in the transition from prokaryotes to multicellular eukaryotes [66]. Thus
many forms of mutant alleles that are able to drift to fixation in multicellular eukaryotes are elimi-
nated by purifying selection in prokaryotes. In a similar way, the fixation of rearrangements, gene
duplications, and gene losses (all “rare genomic events” [87]) in prokaryotic species is also more
difficult compared to that in eukaryotes. Thus, in our model, prokaryotes tend to have one circular
chromosome and a small number of genes, while eukaryotes tend to have multiple linear chromo-
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somes and a large number of genes, in response to a reduction in purifying selection. Our model of
gene rearrangement, duplication, and loss is the first to give rise naturally to such a structure; and it
does so independently of the choice of parameters, which influence only the tapering rate of the size
of gene families.
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Chapter 3
Distance-based reconstruction with
bootstrapping from whole-genome data
Sankoff and Blanchette [7] introduced the first algorithmic approach to the reconstruction of a phylo-
genetic tree from whole-genome data, BPAnalysis. The algorithm seeks the tree and internal genomes
which together minimize the total number of breakpoints—adjacencies present in one genome, but
absent in the other. Moret et al. [77] reimplemented this approach in their GRAPPA tool and extended
it to inversion distances—inversions are the best documented of the hypothesized mechanisms of ge-
nomic rearrangements. This work focused on unichromosomal genomes; to handle multichromoso-
mal genomes, Bourque and Pevzner [8] proposed MGR, based on GRAPPA’s distance computations.
Whereas BPAnalysis and GRAPPA search all trees and report the one with the best score (an ap-
proach that limits GRAPPA to trees of 15 taxa unless combined with the DCM approach [110], in
which case it scales up to 1,000 taxa), MGR uses a heuristic sequential addition method to grow the
tree one species at a time. The heuristic approach trades accuracy for scalability, yet MGR does not
scale well—in particular, it cannot be used to infer a phylogeny from modern high-resolution data,
as even just a few such genomes may require days or weeks of computation. Yet to date MGR (and
its more recent derivative MGRA [1]) had remained the only tool available for the analysis of mul-
tichromosomal genomic rearrangements. All such parsimony-based approaches must produce good
approximations to the NP-hard problem of computing the rearrangement median of three genomes,
which limits their scalability [111].
Distance-based methods, in contrast, run in time polynomial in the number and size of genomes—
and fast and accurate heuristics exist for those where the scoring function cannot be computed in
polynomial time, such as least-squares or minimum evolution methods. Moreover, methods like
Neighbor-Joining (NJ) [90] provably return the true tree when given true evolutionary distances.
Their speed has long been a major attraction, but the distances that can be computed with sequence
data are often far from the true evolutionary distances, particularly on datasets with markedly di-
vergent genomes. Pairwise distances are often computed as edit distances, that is, as minimum-cost
distances under the assumed model of evolution. However, even with detailed models, such an edit
distance typically underestimates the true distance and that underestimation worsens as the true dis-
tance grows. The result is poor trees [73].
The assessment of phylogenies built from whole-genome data has also not been properly ad-
dressed to date. The standard method used in sequence-based phylogenetic inference is the bootstrap,
but it relies on a large number of homologous characters that can be resampled; yet in the case of
whole-genome data, the entire genome is a single character. Alternatives such as the jackknife suffer
from the same problem, while likelihood tests cannot be applied in the absence of well established
probabilistic models.
In the previous chapter, we have described statistical methods, using exact formulas, to estimate
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the true evolutionary distance between two genomes under the DCJ model and also under rearrange-
ments, plus gene duplications and losses. In Section 3.1, we show that the high confidence of these
estimators can translate into accurate distance-based reconstructions. In Section 3.2, we propose a
new approach to the assessment of distance-based phylogenetic inference from whole-genome data.
3.1 Distance-based reconstruction from whole-genome data
3.1.1 Phylogenetic reconstruction and accuracy testing
For reconstruction, we use the distance-based Neighbor Joining (NJ) method. Given a matrix of pair-
wise distances between taxa, NJ reconstructs the phylogeny (including the internal branch lengths)
by iteratively joining a closest pair of leaves according to a suitable metric, replacing the two leaves
by a “cherry” (the pair of leaves connected to an internal node), computing distances from the cherry
to all other leaves, and iterating until only three leaves remain. When the distance matrix is additive,
NJ guarantees the reconstruction of the true tree [90].
We study the accuracy of the reconstructed trees and their internal branch lengths through ex-
tensive simulations—conducted by generating several trees, simulating evolution on these trees, and
using the leaf permutations as inputs to the reconstruction method. The reconstructed trees are com-
pared with the “true” trees to test the accuracy of the method.
We use the Robinson-Foulds (RF) metric [86] to measure the topological accuracy of inferred
trees. Every edge e in a leaf-labeled tree defines a bipartition on the leaves: removing e disconnects
the tree and thus partitions the set of leaves. If T is the true tree, and T ′ is the inferred tree, then the
false positives are the bipartitions of T ′ not present in T , and the false negatives are the bipartitions
of T not in T ′. Divide each count by n−3, the number of internal edges in a binary tree on n leaves:
the results are the false positive and false negative rates. The RF distance between two binary trees
is the average of the number of false negatives and false positives; the RF error rate is the average of
the false negative and false positive rates.
The accuracy of branch length estimation is measured by the average branch length error for each
inferred tree: Σ|ei− ti|/Σti where ei and ti are the edge lengths of edge i in the inferred tree and true
tree, respectively, and the summation is over all edges of the trees.
We also study the accuracy of the phylogenetic reconstruction against deviations from the as-
sumed model. We test two scenarios: first by forcing all inversions to be short inversions and second
by artificially introducing a fixed number of transpositions. The motivation for selecting short inver-
sions is biological: there is evidence that short inversions are more common than long ones in some
prokaryotes and in Drosophila [58,121]; transpositions have to be artificially introduced because our
DCJ model uses two moves to create one transposition.
3.1.2 Experimental design
Our simulation studies follow the standard procedure in phylogenetic reconstruction [42]: we gener-
ate model trees under various parameter settings, then use each model tree to produce a number of
“true trees” on which we evolve artificial genomes from the root down to the leaves (by performing
randomly chosen DCJ operations on the current genome) to obtain datasets of leaf genomes for which
we know the complete history. We then reconstruct trees and branch lengths for each dataset by com-
puting a distance matrix using our DCJ-based true distance estimator and then using this matrix as
input to NJ. We then compute Robinson-Foulds distances and error rates as well as branch-length
errors.
A model tree consists of a rooted tree topology and corresponding branch lengths. The trees are
generated by a three-step process. We first generate trees using the birth-death tree generator (from
the geiger library) in the software R [85], with a death rate of 0 and various birth rates (data shown
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below is for a rate of 0.001). The branch lengths in this tree are ultrametric (the root-to-leaf paths
all have the same length), so, in the second step, the branch lengths are modified to eliminate the
ultrametricity. Choosing a parameter c, for each branch we sample a number s uniformly from the
interval [−c,+c] and multiply the original branch length by es (we used various values of c; data
shown below is for c = 2). Finally, we rescale branch lengths to achieve a target diameter D for
the model tree (the target diameter is the length of the longest path in the tree). Each branch length
now represents the expected number of evolutionary operations on that branch. From a single model
tree, a set of trees is generated for simulation studies by retaining the same topology and varying
the branch lengths by sampling, for each branch in the tree, from a Poisson distribution with a mean
equal to that of the corresponding branch length in the model tree.
To test the robustness of the phylogenetic reconstruction when there are deviations from the
assumed model, we test it by forcing short inversions and by artificially introducing transpositions.
To force short inversions, whenever the random DCJ operation selected is an inversion, the second cut
is re-selected (uniformly at random) within a distance s in the same chromosome. We fix s= 50 in our
experiments. Transpositions are introduced by randomly selecting three cuts, such that the first two
cuts are within a chromosome and the third cut is outside the range of the first two cuts. We conducted
tests where 20% of the operations in each branch were forced to be (random) transpositions.
All experiments are conducted by varying three main parameters: the number of leaves, the
number of genes, and the target diameter. The number of leaves in the trees simulated are 100 and
500, the number of genes are 5,000 and 10,000 and the target diameters range from 0.5n to 4n, where
n is the number of genes. For each setting of the parameters, 100 model trees are generated and from
each model tree 10 datasets are created. The error rates for RF and branch length shown in the next
section are averages over these 1,000 trees.
We also test our reconstruction technique on a real dataset: genomes of 6 species from the En-
sembl Mercator/Pecan alignments with 8,380 common markers. We select these genomes for their
size, to demonstrate the scalability of our approach, but also because, among vertebrate genomes,
they are the best assembled: other vertebrate genomes in the alignment have anywhere from twice to
ten times more contigs than the actual chromosomal number of the species.
3.1.3 Experimental results
Simulation studies of the phylogenetic reconstruction
Figure 3.1 shows RF error rates for various trees. The rates for trees with 100 and 500 species, with
genomes of size 5,000 and target diameters ranging from 2,500 to 20,000 are shown in Figure 3.1.
The error rates are below 10% in all but the oversaturated cases. The rates for trees of 100 species,
with genomes of size 5,000 and 10,000 and diameters varying from half the number of genes to four
times that number are shown in Figure 3.1. As expected, error rates are significantly reduced by an
increase in the size of the genome—because the larger number of genes reduces the relative error in
the estimated distances.
The corresponding average branch-length errors are shown in Figure 3.1.3. Interestingly, the
average error in branch length grows more slowly that the RF error rate with increasing evolutionary
diameters.
The robustness of the reconstruction method when there are deviations from the evolutionary
model is illustrated in Figure 3.3. It shows the RF error rates on trees of 100 and 500 species, with
diameter 2000 and with genomes of size 1000. We see that deviations from the model do not affect
the accuracy of the reconstruction method.
Overall, these simulations (and many others not shown) confirm that the high precision of our
distance estimator makes it possible to reconstruct accurate phylogenies with what is perhaps the
simplest of all reconstruction methods, and certainly one of the fastest.
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Figure 3.1: RF error rates on trees of 100 and 500 leaves with genomes of size 5,000 (left) and on
trees of 100 leaves with genomes of size 5,000 and 10,000 (right).
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Figure 3.2: Average branch length error on trees of 100 and 500 leaves with genomes of size 5,000
(left) and on trees of 100 leaves with genomes of size 5,000 and 10,000 (right).
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Figure 3.3: RF Error Rates in trees of 100 and 500 species with genomes of sizes 1000
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Figure 3.4: Reconstructed phylogeny of man, rat, mouse, opossum, dog, and chicken (dotted edges
indicate long branches not shown at scale).
A dataset of high-resolution vertebrate genomes
Figure 3.4 shows the reconstructed phylogeny of 5 mammals and chicken. Building this phylogeny
took under a second of computing time on a desktop computer; contrast this very fast computation
with the fact that no other tool today can handle this size of genome (over 8,000 syntenic blocks) at
all, not even in weeks or months of computation.
The excellent scaling properties of our method means that it is now possible to study the use
of whole-genome data in phylogenetic reconstruction, so as to improve our understanding of the
evolutionary processes at work, parameterize the model, and eventually make whole-genome data
into a source of information for systematics on a par with today’s sequence data.
3.1.4 Discussion
We have described a very fast, distance-based, phylogeny reconstruction method for high-resolution
whole-genome data. It takes advantage of some of the unique characteristics of whole-genome data,
given in terms of syntenic blocks: the absence of duplicates, the equal content among all genomes,
and, most importantly, the lack of both homoplasy and saturation in such data, especially when used
with high-resolution data. Our simulations demonstrate the accuracy of the reconstruction method
and a proof-of-concept application to a small collection of high-resolution vertebrate genomes yields
results in line with current findings.
Our methods scale to data of very high resolution (tens of thousands of syntenic blocks) and, be-
cause of the very fast running times of distance methods, to large collections of genomes. Therefore,
they can be used to study whole-genome data and deepen our understanding of the evolution of the
genome, as well as to turn whole-genome data into a genuine source of phylogenetic information.
3.2 Bootstrapping phylogenies
Bootstrapping was introduced by Efron [19] and Felsenstein proposed bootstrapping for phylogeny
reconstruction [30]. There are several expositions on these estimation methods at different levels
of mathematical detail [20–23, 71], while Soltis and Soltis [98] and Holmes [43] give surveys of
bootstrapping in phylogeny reconstruction.
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Given n data points X = {x1, . . . ,xn} and a statistical estimator E(x1, . . . ,xn), a bootstrap replicate
is a fictional dataset Y = {y∗1, . . . ,y∗n} constructed by sampling with replacement from X . From each
such fictional dataset a value of the estimator E can be obtained. The key idea of bootstrapping is
that the distribution of values thus obtained closely matches the original distribution of E and can
be used to estimate the confidence limits on the estimator. The advantage of the method lies in its
applicability to arbitrary and complicated estimators that may be analytically intractable [22, 23].
In phylogeny reconstruction, the standard bootstrap for sequence data [30, 32] samples columns
with replacement from a multiple sequence alignment to create a new alignment matrix of identical
dimensions. Thus each bootstrap replicate contains the same number of species and the same num-
ber of columns per species, but some columns from the original alignment may be duplicated and
others omitted. Each column can be viewed as a variable that is drawn from a space of 4s possible
outcomes at each site—assuming nucleic acid sequence data with s species and neglecting inser-
tions, deletions, and ambiguity codes. From each replicate, a tree can be reconstructed using any
of the available reconstruction techniques (such as distance-based methods, maximum parsimony, or
maximum likelihood). The tree thus obtained from a single bootstrap replicate is a bootstrap tree.
Many bootstrap trees are generated through repeated sampling and the bootstrap score (or support)
of a branch in the inferred tree is computed as the proportion of the bootstrap trees that contain this
branch (viewed as a bipartition of leaves). Soltis and Soltis [98] and Holmes [43] discuss the pros
and cons of the approach in phylogeny reconstruction.
A jackknife leaves out one observation at a time, thus creating a sample set X(i) = {x1, . . .xi−1,
xi+1, . . . ,xn}. The estimator can be calculated on this new sample. The jackknife often provides a
good approximation to the bootstrap, but it fails when the estimator is not smooth; moreover, the
number of distinct sample sets is limited to the number of observations. Shao et al. [94] found that
the generalized “delete-d” jackknife works well in practice, even for non-smooth estimators; in this
version, d (or some fixed percentage) of the observations are randomly chosen and omitted to create
the new sample set. A special case is parsimony jackknifing [27] in which an observation is omitted
with fixed probability of 1/e when creating a new sample set. In such a case, the expected size of
the new sample set is (1− 1/e) times the size of the original set, which corresponds to a modified
bootstrapping procedure in which, after sampling, duplicate samples are not added to the new sample
set.
No systematic comparison of these methods has been conducted in the context of phylogeny
reconstruction. Felsenstein [30] hinted at the equivalence of support values from classical boot-
strapping and from 50% jackknifing. Farris et al. [28] argued that 50% jackknifing deletes too many
characters and does not allow one to maintain a useful relationship between group frequency and sup-
port; they advocated the use of parsimony jackknifing. Salamin et al. [91] compared bootstrapping
and jackknifing in the context of maximum-parsimony reconstruction and reported that bootstrap-
ping and 50%-jackknifing were comparable at confidence levels of 90% and higher. Finally, Mort et
al. [78] compared bootstrapping with 50% and 33% jackknifing (with and without branch swapping)
and reported that all three methods provide similar support values.
A major drawback of phylogenetic reconstruction from whole-genome data has been the lack
of any way to assess the robustness of the reconstructed edges. However, the standard bootstrap
cannot be applied directly to whole-genome data because the collection of permutations forms a
entire character—a single rearrangement or duplication can affect any part of it. In the world of
sequence data this is equivalent to an alignment with a single column, albeit one where each character
can take any of a huge number of states. Only one approach, jackknifing genes from whole-genome
data, has been suggested in the past [95].
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3.2.1 Robustness estimation for trees reconstructed from whole-genome data
We design different methods for whole-genome data and devise analogous methods for sequence
data (if they do not exist) and vice versa. We study their behavior with both kinds of data with the
aim of developing a method for whole-genome data that is as successful as the classic bootstrap is for
sequence data. For a method M that operates on sequence data, we denote by M∗ the corresponding
method for whole-genome data; we use regular font to denote existing methods, bold font to denote
the new methods described in this section.
The methods we present here for whole-genome data rely on our distance estimator [60] and so
must be used with distance-based reconstruction methods. Our distance estimator computes the es-
timated true distance between two multichromosomal genomes, based only on the number of shared
adjacencies and the number of linear chromosomes in each genome. This limited view of the input
data is crucial, as many of the sampling approaches we describe below do not produce valid genome
permutations (e.g., because of additional copies of adjacencies), yet still allow us to tally the number
of linear chromosomes and of shared adjacencies.
We can view the classical bootstrap for sequence data (hereafter denoted BC) in terms of noise
generation. The original multiple sequence alignment gives rise to a distance matrix D. Each repli-
cate dataset created by sampling columns with replacement from the alignment also gives its corre-
sponding matrix B of perturbed pairwise distances. An entry of the replicate matrix corresponding to
leaves i and j can thus be written as B(i, j) = D(i, j)+N(i, j) where N(i, j) denotes the perturbation
in the distance introduced by the resampling. This noise parameter is hard to characterize exactly,
but it leads us to define bootstrapping approaches based on producing increasingly refined estimates
of the noise. (In that sense, BP* and BP attempt to shape the noise by returning to the underlying
evolutionary process of rearrangement or mutation.)
Bootstrapping by adding Gaussian Noise (hereafter denoted BGN), adds Gaussian noise of mean
0 to each entry in the distance matrix. The standard deviation is empirically determined to match as
well as possible the noise added by BC. Since the noise added during the sampling process in BC is
not random, this is a very rough estimate, but a useful comparison point. In the replicate matrices
produced by BC, the noise N(i, j) depends on the pairwise distance D(i, j), so the next step is to
design a bootstrap method based on pairwise comparisons, hereafter denoted BPC. The bootstrap
matrix B(i, j) for BPC is constructed by calculating the perturbed pairwise distance for each pair:
for each pair of sequences i, j, we construct a new pair of sequences i′, j′ by sampling columns with
replacement, where each column has only two characters and set B(i, j) = D(i′, j′).
An equivalent method BPC* can be designed for whole-genome data, albeit with some compli-
cations. Since our distance estimator relies on the number of shared adjacencies, a natural choice is
to sample adjacencies in the genome. While the evolution of a specific adjacency depends directly
on several others, independence can be assumed if we assume that once an adjacency is broken dur-
ing evolution it is not formed again—an analog of Dollo parsimony, but one that is very likely in
whole-genome data due to the enormous state space. For each pair of genomes i, j, we construct two
new pairs of genomes. We sample adjacencies from genome i with replacement and use only these
adjacencies to compute the distance D1(i, j) of leaf i to leaf j. (Note that some adjacencies may
be overcounted and some omitted.) Then we sample adjacencies from genome j with replacement
and use only these adjacencies to compute the distance D2(i, j) of leaf j to leaf i. Finally, we set
B(i, j) = (D1(i, j)+D2(i, j))/2.
The noise N(i, j) may depend not just on the pairwise distance D(i, j), but also on other distances
in the tree, since BC samples columns with replacement for all leaf sequences at once. The next step
in modeling N(i, j) is thus to sample from all adjacencies (including telomeres). The total number of
possible adjacencies (including telomeres) for n syntenic blocks is roughly 2n2, but in a given genome
there are at most 2n adjacencies and each adjacency conflicts with at most 4n other adjacencies.
Thus, for large genomes, we may assume that adjacencies are independent (if rearrangements happen
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randomly), just as columns of an alignment are assumed to be independent in BC. We can now
mimic closely the sampling procedure of BC in a rearrangement context, producing procedure BC*.
From the list of all possible adjacencies, BC* samples with replacement to form a collection of
adjacencies; only adjacencies in this collection are then considered in counting the number of shared
adjacencies and then estimating the true evolutionary distances between genomes. (Note that some
shared adjacencies are counted more than once due to the sampling with replacement.)
We know that classical bootstrapping (BC) is comparable in performance to parsimony jackknif-
ing (which we denote PJ) in the sequence world. PJ is (asymptotically) equivalent to sampling with
replacement (as in BC), but without overcounting, that is, when sampling gives a column that has
been previously selected, it is not added to the replicate. Thus we can obtain the equivalent of PJ for
whole-genome data, call it PJ*: selected adjacencies are not counted more than once for computing
the number of shared adjacencies between leaves. Other versions of jackknifing are similarly easy
to design. For instance, a d%−jackknife (dJK) omits d% of the columns to create a replicate, so,
from the set of all adjacencies (in all the leaf genomes) a d%-jackknife (dJK*) deletes d% of the
adjacencies at random and only the remaining adjacencies are used in estimating the true pairwise
distances. In contrast, the previous jackknifing approach for whole-genome data, developed by Shi
et al. [95], produces replicates by deleting syntenic blocks from the genome: a d%-jackknife, in their
method, produces a dataset where d% of the markers are randomly deleted from all leaf genomes.
The authors recommend setting d = 40; we call the resulting method JG*. Note that our approach to
jackknifing deletes adjacencies instead of markers.
We also design another robustness estimator based on distance perturbation, hereafter denoted
BP*, which permutes each leaf genome through a (randomly chosen) number of random rearrange-
ments, estimates the new pairwise distances, then subtracts from each pairwise estimate the number
of rearrangement operations applied to each of the two genomes. The number of operations applied
to each genome is chosen from a Gaussian distribution, and so, for each genome, is potentially dif-
ferent. If x operations are applied to leaf i to yield leaf i′ and y operations are applied to leaf j to yield
leaf j′ (where leaves i and j are in the inferred tree and leaves i′ and j′ in the bootstrap), the expected
distance between i′ and j′ is increased by (x+ y) compared to the distance between i and j. To keep
the expected pairwise distance after perturbation close to the distance between the corresponding
pair of leaves before perturbation, we set the final (perturbed) distance B(i′, j′) = D(i′, j′)− (x+ y).
Thus BP* relies on additivity, a property likely to be respected with whole-genome data due to its
huge state space. We can design an equivalent for sequence data: for each sequence, apply some
random number of randomly chosen mutations, then estimate all pairwise distances, and finally sub-
tract from that estimate the number of mutations applied in the perturbation step to each of the two
sequences—a method we denote BP. BP is less reliable than BP*, as it is much more likely that
some of the mutations used in the perturbations cancel each other or cancel some of the mutations on
the edit path between the two sequences.
In summary, we have designed a bootstrapping procedure, BC*, that closely mimics the classic
bootstrap for phylogenetic reconstruction, BC, and jackknifing procedures, dJK* (including, as a
special case, PJ*), that closely mimic the d%−jackknife (and parsimony jackknife PJ). Along the
way, we have also designed less refined versions of bootstrapping and their equivalents for sequence
data. In our experiments, we use all of these, plus JG*, the marker-based jackknifing approach of Shi
et al.. A summary of all the methods can be found in table 3.1.
3.2.2 Experimental design
Our simulation studies follow the standard procedure in phylogeny reconstruction (see, e.g., [42]):
we generate model trees under various parameter settings, then use each model tree to produce a
number of true trees on which we evolve artificial genomes from the root down to the leaves to obtain
datasets of leaf genomes for which we know the complete history. Trees are generated by the process
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Table 3.1: A summary of all the methods
BGN, BGN* Bootstrap by adding Gaussian Noise to the distance matrix.
BPC, BPC* Bootstrap by Pairwise Comparisons: for each pair of sequences/genomes, sample
columns/adjacencies with replacement to compute distance.
BC, BC* Classical Bootstrap: sample columns with replacement to obtain replicate; sample adjacen-
cies with replacement to compute distance matrix.
PJ, PJ* Parsimony Jackknifing: choose each column with 1−1/e probablity to create replicate; sam-
ple adjacencies with replacement and discard duplicates to compute distance matrix.
dJK, dJK* d%-JackKnife: Omit d% of columns at random to produce replicate; omit d% of adjacencies
at random to compute distance matrix.
BP, BP* Bootstrap by Perturbations: apply random mutations/rearrangements to get replicates.
JG* Jackknife Genes: Marker based jackknifing method for whole-genome data [95].
described in Section 3.1.2. Note that the unit of “length” of an edge is one expected evolutionary
operation—mutation or rearrangement.The sequences are evolved by random point mutations under
the Kimura 2-parameter (K2P) model (see [109]) using various transition/transversion ratios; the
permutations are evolved through double-cut-and-join (DCJ) operations chosen uniformly at random.
For sequence data, the distances between leaf sequences are given by the standard distance estimate
for the K2P model [109] and the tree is reconstructed with the Neighbor-Joining (NJ) [90]. For
rearrangement data, we reconstruct trees by computing a distance matrix using our DCJ-based true
distance estimator and then using this matrix as input to both the Neighbor-Joining (NJ) [90] and
FastME [17] algorithms.
Experiments are conducted by varying the number of syntenic blocks and the target diameter.
We use trees with 100 leaves. Among the many parameter values tested we show the following
representative settings: for sequence data, each leaf has 10,000 characters and the tree diameter is
20,000, while, for whole-genome data, we show the results on two sets of parameters, one where
each genome has 1,000 markers and the tree diameter is 2,000 and another where each genome has
5,000 markers and the tree diameter is 15,000. For each setting of the parameters, 100 model trees
are generated and from each model tree 10 datasets are created; we then average results over the
resulting 1,000 trees. For each experiment we produce 100 replicates and thus 100 bootstrap trees
from which to compute the bootstrap support of each branch.
A Receiver-Operator-Characteristic (ROC) curve is drawn for every method we investigate. In
this plot, a point is a particular bootstrapping test, defined by its sensitivity and specificity; in the
system of coordinates of our figures, a perfect test would yield a point at the upper left-hand corner
of the diagram, with 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity. Define E to be the set of edges in the
true tree and Tt , for a threshold t, to consist of those edges in the inferred tree that are contained in
more than t% of the bootstrap trees. Sensitivity is the proportion of true edges that are also in Tt ,
|Tt ∩E|/|E|, while specificity is the proportion of edges in Tt that are true edges, |Tt ∩E|/|Tt|. In our
tests we use every fifth value in the range [0,100] as thresholds.
3.2.3 Experimental results
Figure 3.5 shows the ROC curves of the methods for sequence data, for 100 sequences of 10,000
characters each, and a tree diameter of 20,000. The four “reference” methods—50%-jackknifing
(50JK), classical bootstrapping (BC), (1/e)%-jackknifing (37JK), and parsimony jackknifing (PJ)—
are nearly indistinguishable and clearly dominate the others. The analogs of all the other methods
developed for whole-genome data (BP, BPC and BGN) are clearly worse than the above four, with
BP and BPC being comparable and the most primitive noise-shaping method, BGN, doing the worst.
Figure 3.6 show the ROC curves for whole-genome data for different model conditions. The
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Figure 3.5: Bootstrapping methods for sequence data
results follow the same pattern as for sequence data: BC*, PJ*, 50JK*, and 37JK* are nearly
indistinguishable and clearly dominate all others. They are followed by BP* and BPC*, which are
comparable, while the Gaussian noise approach, BGN*, again does the worst. JG*, the marker-based
jackknifing technique of Shi et al., is better than BGN*, but trails all other methods. The differences
are particularly marked at very high levels of specificity; at 98% specificity, for instance, the top four
methods retain nearly 90% sensitivity, but JG* drops to 80%. Very high specificity is the essential
characteristic of a good bootstrap method.
Fig. 3.7 shows the ROC curves for whole-genome data when FastME is used for tree reconstruc-
tion instead of NJ. We observe that the relative behavior of the bootstrap methods do not change:
BC*, PJ*, 50JK*, and 37JK* perform equally well and dominate other methods. Since the recon-
structed trees using FastME are more accurate, the sensitivity of the top four methods at high levels
of specificity are even higher compared to the sensitivity attained when NJ was used (Figure 3.6).
A dataset of vertebrate genomes
We also test our bootstrapping methods on a real dataset: the genomes of 10 species from the Ensembl
Mercator/Pecan alignments with 8,380 common markers. Four of these genomes (horse, chimpanzee,
rhesus, and orangutan) are not well assembled: their draft genomes have nearly twice as many contigs
as there are chromosomes—but the effect on our adjacency-based distance estimator is minimal,
given the large number of markers. Figure 3.8 shows the inferred phylogeny and highlights the
two edges with lowest bootstrap support (according to our BC* bootstrapping method). Based on
previous studies [2, 11, 49, 69, 79, 118] the edge e1 is uncertain: some studies place the primates in a
clade with rodents, while others place them in a clade with the carnivores. Thus we would expect e1
to receive the lowest support in the tree. BC* does give it the lowest support: 77% for e1 and 83%
for e2. BP* gives low support values for both (49% for e1 and 44% for e2), but fails to identify e1 as
the least supported edge, while JG* erroneously gives high support values to both (100% for e1 and
90% for e2).
3.2.4 Discussion
Our new approach for whole-genome data, based on the sampling of adjacencies, matches the clas-
sical bootstrap and parsimony jackknife approaches and thus provides the first reliable method for
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Figure 3.6: Bootstrapping methods for whole-genome data (using NJ)
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Figure 3.7: Bootstrapping methods for whole-genome data (using FastME)
Figure 3.8: Inferred phylogeny of 10 vertebrates
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assessing the quality of phylogenetic reconstruction from such data.
In the process of testing various methods, we also confirmed past findings about the superiority
of the phylogenetic bootstrap and of the parsimony jackknife [62]. Our results clearly indicate that
duplicate samples play no role in the process—parsimony jackknifing works at least as well and
occasionally slightly better. Indeed, the best sampling strategy appears to be a random sampling of
half of the characters. Given the very high computational cost of the bootstrap, using half the number
of characters in sequence-based analyses appears a worthwhile computational shortcut.
Our study focuses on distance-based methods, which reduce the collection of input genomes
to a distance matrix. Our basic approach is to equate sampling characters in sequence data with
sampling adjacencies in whole-genome data. Any reconstruction method that can handle such data
can use this bootstrap procedure. Our reconstruction method is one such method since our distance
estimator only counts the number of shared adjacencies between genomes and the number of linear
chromosomes in each of them. Possible alternatives for methods (such as Maximum Parsimony)
that are unable to handle such data include parsimony jackknifing and direct encoding of adjacencies
into sequences. In parsimony jackknifing (PJ*), each original genome is represented by a set of
contiguous regions in the bootstrap; if the reconstruction method can handle such inputs, then this is
the best method. Encoding whole-genome data into sequences was proposed many years ago [116]
in two different versions (binary encodings and multistate encodings). In such methods, the input is
simply a collection of (perfectly) aligned sequences and so the output can be assessed by the standard
phylogenetic bootstrap. The early encodings fared poorly in comparison with MP methods (for
whole-genome data), but a recent paper [44] suggests that a more complex encoding may overcome
these problems.
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Chapter 4
Maximum-likelihood reconstruction
from whole-genome data
In the previous chapter, we have focused on distance-based methods from whole-genome data. The
focus is due to two characteristics of distance-based methods: they are efficient compared to op-
timization searches such as maximum-likelihood (ML); and it is possible to compute very precise
estimates of the true evolutionary distance up to a large value. But distance-based methods still suf-
fer from the problem of saturation, that is, if the true distance is too large, the variance of any estimate
will be huge, making it impossible to deliver an accurate estimate. In sequence-based phylogenetic
analysis, ML approaches has become preferable approaches for distantly related species, although
they are much more computationally expensive than distance-based approaches. However, in the
last few years, packages such as RAxML [101] have largely overcome computational limitations
and allowed reconstructions of large trees (with thousands of taxa) and the use of long sequences
(to a hundred thousand characters). It was not until last year that the first successful attempt to use
ML reconstruction based on whole-genome data was published [44]; results from this study on bac-
terial genomes were promising, but somewhat difficult to explain, while the method appeared too
time-consuming to handle eukaryotic genomes.
In this chapter, we describe a new approach that resolves these problems and promises to open the
way to widespread use of whole-genome data in phylogenetic analysis. Our approach uses a model
that includes both rearrangements and duplications and losses; it is robust against common assembly
errors; it supports bootstrapping and other standard statistical tests; it returns highly accurate trees
in all our tests under a very wide variety of conditions; and it scales as well as approaches based on
sequence data. We describe our approach, detail our experimental design, present our results on both
simulated and biological data, and discuss our findings on a collection of 68 high-resolution (from
3,000 to over 40,000 genes) eukaryotic genomes from the eGOB database.
4.1 Methods
Our approach encodes the whole-genome data into binary sequences using both gene adjacencies
and gene content, then estimates the transition parameters for the resulting binary sequence data, and
finally uses sequence-based ML reconstruction to infer the tree. We call our new approach Maximum
Likelihood on Whole-genome Data (MLWD).
Encoding genomes into binary sequences
We represent the genome in terms of adjacency information and gene content as follows. Denote
the tail of a gene g by gt and its head by gh. We write +g to indicate an orientation from tail
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Table 4.1: The binary encodings for the two genomes of Figure 1.
adjacency information content information
{ah,ah} {at ,bh} {at ,ch} {bt ,ct} {ah,dh} {bt ,dt} a b c d
Genome 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
Genome 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1
to head (gt → gh), −g otherwise (gh → gt ). Two consecutive genes a and b can be connected
by one adjacency of one of the following four types: {at ,bt}, {ah,bt}, {at ,bh}, and {ah,bh}. If
gene c lies at one end of a linear chromosome, then we have a corresponding singleton set, {ct} or
{ch}, called a telomere. A genome can then be represented as a multiset of adjacencies and telom-
eres. For example, a toy genome composed of one linear chromosome, (+a,+b,-c,+a,+b,-d,+a),
and one circular one, (+e, - f ), can be represented by the multiset of adjacencies and telomeres
{{at}, {ah,bt}, {bh,ch}, {ct ,ah}, {ah,bt}, {bh,dh}, {dt ,ah}, {ah}, {eh, f h}, {et , f t}}. In the pres-
ence of duplicated genes, there is no one-to-one correspondence between genomes and multisets of
genes, adjacencies, and telomeres. For example, the genome composed of the linear chromosome
(+a,+b, -d,+a,+b, -c,+a) and the circular one (+e, - f ), would have the same multisets of adjacen-
cies and telomeres as our toy example.
For data limited to rearrangements (i.e. for genomes with identical gene content), we encode
only the adjacency information. For a possible adjacency or telomere, we write 1 (or 0) to indicate
its presence (or absence) in a genome. We consider only those adjacencies and telomeres that exist in
at least one of the input genomes. If the total number of distinct genes among the input genomes is n,
then the total number of distinct adjacencies and telomeres is (2n+22 ), but the number of adjacencies
and telomeres that appear in at least one input genome is typically far smaller—in fact, it is usually
linear in n rather than quadratic. For the general model, which includes gene duplications, insertions,
and losses in addition to rearrangements, we extend the encoding of adjacencies by also encoding the
gene content. For each gene, we write 1 (or 0) to indicate the presence (or absence) of this gene in a
genome. For the two toy genomes of Figure 4.1, the resulting binary sequences and their derivation
are shown in Table 4.1.
Estimating transition parameters
Since our encodings are binary sequences, the parameters of the model are simply the transition
probability from presence (1) to absence (0) and that from absence (0) to presence (1). Let us first
look at adjacencies. Every DCJ operation will select two adjacencies (or telomeres) uniformly at
random, and (if adjacencies) break them to create two new adjacencies. Each genome has n+O(1)
adjacencies and telomeres (O(1) is the number of linear chromosomes in the genome, viewed as a
small constant). Thus the transition probability from 1 to 0 at some fixed index in the sequence is
2
n+O(1) under one DCJ operation. Since there are up to
(2n+2
2
)
possible adjacencies and telomeres, the
Figure 4.1: Two toy genomes.
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transition probability from 0 to 1 is 22n2+O(n) . Thus the transition from 0 to 1 is roughly 2n times less
likely than that from 1 to 0. Despite the restrictive assumption that all DCJ operations are equally
likely, this result is in line with general opinion about the probability of eventually breaking an
ancestral adjacency (high) vs. that of creating a particular adjacency along several lineages (low)—a
version of homoplasy for adjacencies.
In the general model, we also have transitions for gene content. Once again, the probability of los-
ing a gene independently along several lineages is high, whereas the probability of gaining the same
gene independently along several lineages (the standard homoplasy) is low. However, there is no sim-
ple uniformity assumption that would enable us to derive a formula for the respective probabilities—
there have been attempts to reconstruct phylogenies based on gene content only [47,97,122], but they
were based on a different approach—so we experimented with various values of the ratio between
the probability of a transition from 1 to 0 and that of a transition from 0 to 1.
Reconstructing the phylogeny
Once we have the binary sequences encoding the input genomes and have computed the transition
parameters, we use the ML reconstruction program RAxML [101] (version 7.2.8 was used to pro-
duce the results given in this paper) to build a tree from these sequences. Because RAxML uses
a time-reversible model, it estimates the transition parameters directly from the input sequences by
computing the base frequencies. In order to set up the 2n ratio, we simply add a direct assignment of
the two base frequencies in the code.
4.2 Experimental design
We run a series of experiments on simulated datasets in order to evaluate the performance of our
approach against a known “ground truth” under a wide variety of settings. We then run our recon-
struction algorithm on a dataset of 68 eukaryotic genomes, from unicellular parasites to mammalians,
obtained from the Eukaryotic Gene Order Browser (eGOB) database [65].
Our simulation studies follow standard practice in phylogenetic reconstruction [42]. We generate
model trees under various parameter settings, then use each model tree to evolve an artificial root
genome from the root down to the leaves, by performing randomly chosen evolutionary events on
the current genome, finally obtaining datasets of leaf genomes for which we know the complete
evolutionary history. We then reconstruct trees for each dataset by applying different reconstruction
methods and compare the results against the model tree.
Simulating phylogenetic trees
A model tree consists of a rooted tree topology and corresponding branch lengths. The trees are
generated by a three-step process. We first generate birth-death trees using the tree generator in the
software R [85] (with a birth rate of 0.001 and a death rate of 0), which simulates the development
of a model tree under a uniform, time-homogeneous birth-death process. The branch lengths in such
trees are ultrametric, so, in the second step, the branch lengths are modified as follows. We choose
a parameter c; for each branch we sample a number s uniformly from the interval [−c,+c] and
multiply the original branch length by es (for the experiments in this paper, we set c = 2). Thus, each
branch length is multiplied by a possibly different random number. Finally, we rescale all branch
lengths to achieve a target diameter D (the length of the longest path, defined as the sum of the edge
lengths along that path) for the model tree; each branch length now represents the expected number
of evolutionary events on that branch.
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Our experiments are conducted by varying three main parameters: the number of taxa , the
number of genes, and the target diameter. We used two values for each of the first two parameters:
50 and 100 taxa, and 1,000 and 5,000 genes. For the third parameter, the diameter of the tree,
we varied it from n to 4n, where n is the number of genes. For each setting of the parameters, we
generated 100 datasets; data presented below are averages over these 100 datasets.
Simulating evolutionary events along branches in the trees
In the rearrangement-only model, all evolutionary events along the branches are DCJ operations. The
next event is then chosen uniformly at random among all possible DCJ operations.
In the general model, an event can be a DCJ operation or one of a gene duplication, gene insertion,
or gene loss. Thus we sample three parameters for each branch: the probability of occurrence of a
gene duplication, pd , the probability of occurrence of a gene insertion, pi and the probability of
occurrence of a gene loss, pl . (The probability of occurrence of a DCJ operation is then just pr =
1− pd− pi− pl .) The next evolutionary event is chosen randomly from the four categories according
to these parameters. For gene duplication, we uniformly select a position to start duplicating a short
segment of chromosomal material and place the new copy to a new position within the genome. We
set Lmax as the maximum number of genes in the duplicated segment and assume that the number
of genes in that segment is a uniform random number between 1 and Lmax. In our simulations, we
used Lmax = 5. For gene insertion, we tested two different possible scenarios, one for genomes of
prokaryotic type and the other for genomes of eukaryotic type. For the former, we uniformly select
one position and insert a new gene; for the latter, we uniformly select one existing gene and mutate
it into a new gene. Finally, for gene loss, we uniformly select one gene and delete it.
4.3 Experimental results
Results for simulations under rearrangements
We compared the accuracy of three different approaches, MLWD, MLWD∗ and TIBA. MLWD (Max-
imum Likelihood on Whole-genome Data) is our new approach; MLWD∗ follows the same procedure
as MLWD, but does not use our computation of transition probabilities—instead, it allows RAxML
to estimate and set them; finally, TIBA is a fast distance-based tool to reconstruct phylogenies from
rearrangement data [63], which combines a pairwise distance estimator [60] and the FastME [16]
distance-based reconstruction method. We did not compare with the approach proposed by Hu et
al. [44], because it is too slow and limited by their character encodings to a maximum of 32 taxa.
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show RF error rates for different approaches; the x axis measures the RF error
rates and the y axis indicates the tree diameter.
These simulations show that our MLWD approach can reconstruct much more accurate phylo-
genies from rearrangement data than the distance-based approach TIBA, in line with experience in
sequence-based reconstruction. MLWD also outperforms MLWD∗, underlining the importance of
estimating and setting the transition parameters before applying the sequence-based ML method.
Results for simulations under the general model
Here we generated more complex datasets than for the previous set of experiments. For example,
among our simulated eukaryotic genomes, the largest genome has more than 20,000 genes, and the
biggest gene family in a single genome has 42 members. Figure 4.4 shows the distributions (averaged
over the datasets) of the number of genes and of the size of gene families for datasets of 50 simulated
eukaryotic genomes. The encoded sequence of each genome combines both the adjacency and gene
content information, which makes it difficult to compute optimal transition probabilities, as discussed
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Figure 4.2: RF error rates for different approaches for trees with 50 species, with genomes of 1,000
and 5,000 genes and tree diameters from one to four times the number of genes, under the rearrange-
ment model.
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Figure 4.3: RF error rates for different approaches for trees with 100 species, with genomes of
1,000 and 5,000 genes and tree diameters from one to four times the number of genes, under the
rearrangement model.
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Figure 4.4: Characteristics of the simulated eukaryotic genomes.
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Figure 4.5: RF error rates for different approaches for trees with 50 species, with initial genomes of
size 1,000 and 5,000 and tree diameters from one to four times the number of genes in the initial
genome, under the general model of evolution.
in Section 4.1. Thus we set different bias values in our approach and compare them under simulation
results. If the transition probability of any gene or adjacency from 0 to 1 in MLWD is set to be m
times less than that in the opposite direction, we name it MLWD(m) (m = 10,100,1000). Figure 4.5
summarizes the RF error rates. Whereas the best ratio in the rearrangement model was 2n (as derived
in Section 4.1), the best ratio under the general model is much smaller. This difference can be
attributed to the relatively modest change in gene content compared to the change in adjacencies:
since we encode presence or absence of a gene, but not the number of copies of the gene, not only
rearrangements, but also many duplication and loss events will not alter the encoded gene content.
Results for simulated poor assemblies
High-throughput sequencing has made it possible to sequence many genomes, but the finishing
steps—producing a good assembly from the sequence data—are time-consuming and may require
much additional laboratory work. Thus many sequenced genomes remain broken into a number of
contigs, thereby inducing a loss of adjacencies in the source data. In addition, some assemblies may
have errors, thereby producing spurious adjacencies and losing others. We designed experiments to
test the robustness of our approach in handling genomes with such assembly defects. We introduce
artificial breakages in the leaf genomes by “losing” adjacencies, which correspondingly breaks cur-
rent chromosomes into multiple contigs. For example, MLWD-x% represents the cases of losing x%
of adjacencies, that is, x% of the adjacencies are selected uniformly at random and discarded for each
genome when the adjacency information for that genome is encoded into binary sequences.
Figure 4.6 shows RF error rates for MLWD on different quality of genome assemblies under the
rearrangement model. Our approach is relatively insensitive to the quality of assembly, especially
when the tree diameter is large, that is, when it includes highly diverged taxa. Note that this finding
was to be expected in view of the good results of our approach using an encoding that, as observed
earlier, does not uniquely identify the ordering of the genes along the chromosomes.
Results for a dataset of high-resolution eukaryotic genomes
Figure 4.8 shows the reconstructed phylogeny of 68 eukaryotic genomes from the eGOB (Eukaryotic
Gene Order Browser) database [65]. The database contains the order information of orthologous
genes (identified by OrthoMCL [14]) of 74 different eukaryotic species. The total number of different
gene markers in eGOB is around 100′000. We selected 68 genomes for their size (the number of gene
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Figure 4.6: RF error rates for MLWD on different qualities of genome assemblies, for trees with
50 species, with genomes of size 1,000 and 5,000. with tree diameters from one to four times the
number of genes, under the rearrangement model.
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Figure 4.7: Characteristics of the simulated eukaryotic genomes.
markers) varying from 3k to 42k; the remaining 6 genomes in the database have too few adjacencies
(fewer than 3,000). Figure 4.7 shows the distributions of the genome size and of the size of gene
families in those 68 eukaryotic genomes. We encode the adjacency and gene content information of
all 68 genomes into 68 binary sequences of length 652′000. We set the bias ratio to be 100, according
to the result of our simulation studies from Section 4.3. Building this phylogeny (using RAxML
with fast bootstrapping) took under 3 hours of computing time on a desktop computer. The tree is
drawn by the tool iTOL [59]; the internal branches are colored into green, yellow and red, indicating,
respectively, strong support (bootstrap value > 90), medium support (bootstrap value between 60 and
90), and weak support (bootstrap value < 60). As shown in Figure 4.8, all major groups in those 68
eukaryotic genomes are correctly identified, with the exception of Amoebozoa. But those incorrect
branches with respect to Amoebozoa do receive extremely low bootstrap values (0 and 2), indicating
that they are very likely to be wrong. For the phylogeny of Metazoa, the tree is well supported from
existing studies [84, 99]. For the phylogeny of model fish species (D. rerio, G. aculeatus, O. latipes,
T. rubripes, and T. nigroviridis), two conflicting phylogenies have been published, using different
choices of alignment tools and reconstruction methods for sequence data [80]. Our result supports
the second phylogeny, which is considered as the correct one by the authors in their discussion [80].
For the phylogeny of Fungi, our results agree with most branches for common species in recent
studies [35, 114]. It is worth mentioning that among three Chytridiomycota species C. cinereus, P.
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Figure 4.8: The reconstructed phylogeny of 68 eukaryotic genomes
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Figure 4.9: The phylogeny of 68 genomes using only gene contents.
gramnis, and C. neoformans, our phylogeny shows that C. cinereus and P. gramnis are more closely
related, which conflicts with the placement of C. cinereus and C. neoformans as sister taxa, but with
very low support value (bootstrapping score 35) [114]. C. merolae, a primitive red algae, has been
the topic of a longrunning debate over its phylogenetic position [81]. Our result suggests that C.
merolae is closer to Alveolata than to Viridiplantae, in agreement with a recent finding obtained by
sequencing and comparing expressed sequence tags from different genomes [10].
Finally, in order to explore the relationship between gene content and gene order, we ran MLWD∗
on the 68 eukaryotic genomes using only adjacency information as well as using only content infor-
mation. The tree reconstructed from adjacency information only is poor, with even major clades
getting mixed—an unsurprising result in view of the huge variation in gene content among these 68
genomes. The tree reconstructed from gene-content information only correctly identifies all major
groups except Amoebozoa; however, it suffers from some major discrepancies with our current un-
derstanding of several clades, highlighted as red branches in Figure 4.9. For example, X. tropicalis
is thought to be closer to mammals than to fishes [26]. H. capsulatum, U. reesii, and C. immitis
are considered to be in the same order (Onygenales); together with A. nidulans and A. terreus they
are considered to be in the same class (Eurotiomycetes), but S. nodorum is thought to belong to a
different class (Dothideomycetes) [114].
4.4 Discussion
In spite of many compelling reasons for using whole-genome data in phylogenetic reconstruction,
practice to date has continued to use selected sequences of moderate length using nucleotide-, aminoacid-
, or codon-level models. Such models are of course much simpler and much better studied than mod-
els for the evolution of genomic architecture. Mostly though, it is the lack of suitable tools that has
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prevented more widespread use of whole-genome data: previous tools all suffered from serious prob-
lems, usually combinations of oversimplified models, poor accuracy, poor scaling, lack of robustness
against errors in the data, and lack of any bootstrapping or other statistical assessment procedures.
The approach we presented is the first to overcome all of these difficulties: it uses a fairly general
model of genomic evolution (rearrangements plus duplications, insertions, and losses of genomic re-
gions), is very accurate, scales as well as sequence-based approaches, is quite robust against typical
assembly errors and omissions of genes, and supports standard bootstrapping methods. Our analysis
of a 68-taxon collection of eukaryotic genomes, ranging from parasitic unicellular organisms with
simple genomes to mammals and from around 3,000 genes to over 40,000 genes, could not have
been conducted, regardless of computational resources, with any other tools without accepting se-
vere compromises in the data (e.g., equalizing gene content) or the quality of the analysis (by using
a distance-based reconstruction method). Our analysis also helps make the case for phylogenetic re-
construction based on whole-genome data. We did not need to choose particular regions of genomes
nor to process the data from the eGOB database in any manner; in particular, we did not need to
perform a multiple sequence alignment. We were able to run a complete analysis on a “Tree of Life”
of all main branches of the Eukaryota, with very divergent genomes (and hence very large pairwise
distances), without taking any special precautions and without preinterpreting the data (and thus pos-
sibly biasing the output). We could do all of this in a few hours on a desktop machine—in spite of the
very long sequences produced by our encoding. We could run the identical software on a collection
of organellar genomes or of bacterial genomes with equal success (and in much less time).
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and discussion
The rapid accumulation of whole-genome data has renewed interest in the study of the evolution
of genomic architecture, under such events as rearrangements, duplications, losses. Comparative
genomics, evolutionary biology, and cancer research all require tools to elucidate the mechanisms,
history, and consequences of those evolutionary events, while phylogenetics could use whole-genome
data to enhance its picture of the Tree of Life. Current approaches in the area of phylogenetic analysis
are limited to very small collections of closely related genomes using low-resolution data (typically
a few hundred syntenic blocks); moreover, these approaches typically do not include duplication and
loss events.
There are several improvements in phylogenetic reconstruction presented in this dissertation,
each eliminating one or more of these problems that have prevented widespead use of whole-genome
data.
Models and distance estimation on whole-genome evolution
We present a method to estimate the true evolutionary distance between two genomes under the
‘double-cut-and-join’ (DCJ) model of genome rearrangements, a commonly used model under which
a single multichromosomal operation accounts for all genomic rearrangement events: inversion,
transposition, translocation, block interchange and chromosomal fusion and fission. The estimator
relies on a simple structural characterization of a genome pair and is both analytically and com-
putationally tractable. To handle rearrangements, gene duplications and losses, we propose a new
evolutionary model and the corresponding method for estimating true evolutionary distance. Our
model, inspired from the DCJ model, is simple and the first to respect the structural dichotomy in
genomic organization (1-2 circular chromosomes vs. several larger linear chromosomes) between
most prokaryotes and most eukaryotes. We give the corresponding estimate of genomic pairwise
distances under the new evolutionary model, which should translate into much better phylogenetic
reconstructions as well as more accurate genomic alignments.
Distance-based reconstruction with bootstrapping from whole-genome data
We present a novel approach to the assessment of distance-based phylogenetic inference from whole-
genome data. Our approach restates the main characteristics of the jacknife and bootstrap in terms
of noise shaping, itself a longstanding approach to robustness assessment in engineering. For each
feature of our method, we give an equivalent feature in the sequence-based framework and present
the results of extensive experimental testing, in both sequence-based and genome-based frameworks,
demonstrating that our bootstrapping approach for whole-genome data is on par with the classic
phylogenetic bootstrap used in sequence-based reconstruction. We test our approach on a small
dataset of mammalian genomes, verifying that the support values match current thinking about the
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respective branches. Our method is the first to provide a standard of assessment to match that of
the classic phylogenetic bootstrap for aligned sequences. Thus our assessment method makes it
possible to conduct phylogenetic analyses on whole genomes with the same degree of confidence as
for analyses on aligned sequences.
Maximum-likelihood reconstruction from whole-genome data
We present a maximum-likelihood approach to phylogenetic analysis that takes into account genome
rearrangements as well as duplications, insertions, and losses. Our approach is robust against com-
mon assembly errors; it supports bootstrapping and other standard statistical tests; it returns highly
accurate trees in all our tests under a very wide variety of conditions; and it scales as well as ap-
proaches based on sequence data. The results of extensive testing on simulated data show that our
approach returns very accurate results very quickly. In particular, we analyze a 68-taxon collection of
eukaryotic genomes, ranging from parasitic unicellular organisms with simple genomes to mammals
and from around 3000 genes to over 40000 genes; the analysis, including bootstrapping, takes just 3
hours on a desktop system and returns a tree in agreement with all well supported branches, while
also suggesting resolutions for some disputed placements.
Naturally, much work remains to be done. In particular, given the complexity of genomic architec-
ture, current evolutionary models (such as the one we used) are too simple, although even at that
level, we need to elucidate simple parameters, such as the ratio of the transition probabilities be-
tween loss and gain of a given gene. Using different transition probabilities for adjacencies and for
content, by running a compartmentalized analysis, should prove beneficial on larger datasets. Larger
issues of data preparation loom. For instance, moving from an assembled genome to the type of data
we used (the ordering of genes along each chromosome) continues to require manual intervention—
gene-finding, or syntenic block decomposition, are too complex for fully automated procedures. The
interplay between data resolution (number of markers) and quality of the resulting tree remains to be
explored. Indeed, most of the methodological questions that the phylogenetic community has been
studying for the last several dozen years in the context of sequence-based reconstruction also arise,
in suitably modified terms, in the context of whole-genome data—but in the latter case, almost all
are unaddressed.
It is interesting to study whole-genome evolution by exploring both large-scale changes (e.g.,
rearrangements, duplications and losses) and local changes (e.g. point mutations and small insertions
and deletions). Such a study includes three major steps. The first step is the reconstruction of the
phylogeny; our current work provides a possible solution. The second step is ancestral reconstruction.
Here we envision propagating the adjacency information from leaves to ancestors and inferring partial
contigs with bootstrap scores for ancestor genomes. The third step is the characterization of large-
scale and local changes. We envision setting up correspondences between large segments of genomes
by selecting sets of non-conflicting and well-supported contigs. Such correspondences will enable
us to derive the parameters in our evolutionary model, to identify the large-scale changes, and to
clarify local changes within large segments in a divide-and-conquer strategy. Our goal is to provide
a modern scientific view of evolution at different resolutions, a view that reveals mechanisms of
genomic instability and thus facilitates biomedical research.
Human cancers are associated with the somatic acquisition of a series of DNA sequence vari-
ants and mutations. Such variants and mutations fall under the categories of large-scale changes
(whole-genome data) and local changes (sequence data) discussed in this work. Therefore tech-
niques developed to characterize such changes could be applied to the study of cancer genomes.
Cancer genomes are thought to accumulate chromosomal rearrangements in a relatively short period
of time; analyzing genomic data for such cell lines requires fast and reliable tools to handle differ-
ent time scales. Cancer cells are usually associated with copy number variations across the whole
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genome; thus a development model for cancer genomes needs to account for massive gene duplica-
tions and losses. These various characteristics are all part of the modeling effort we have pursued,
and this work provides a promising avenue of exploration to model and search for mechanisms that
underlie the development of cancer genomes.
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